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Matthew O'brien CA 92129-4453
"Allowing short term profits for one company in exchange for long term, permanent damage to the environment
is not defensible. Please do the only sane, sensible thing."
Kathy O'brien CA 95560
"Stop turning our forests into Wastelands all for your Greed and Profit. This planet needs the trees not your
damn coal."
Mary O'brien CA 95842-3114
"The last thing we need is new coal mines or new oil and gas wells. We need to preserve forests and not ruin
them with unnecessary roads and obsolete mining. Hello! We have to phase out fossil fuels, and not add
more to the problem of climate change and pollution. The Paris talks are going on, because this is too
important to ignore. How dare our gov't even consider allowing new coal mines, especially in forests! It's a nobrainer. Deny new permits to mine on public lands. Don't ruin good forests with mining, construction and
new roads."
Charles O'brien IL 61401-3038
"Leave our pristine forests alone ."
Mildred O'brien IL 61874-8100
"Stop coal mining, period!"
Jack O'brien NY 14220-1946
"Do not allow the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that would enable arch coal to to add more climate
pollution to the atmoshere."
Beth O'brien NY 14617-2535
"Stop the madness!"
Emmanuelle O'brien PA 19130-3207
"It's time we say no to a cause that was already judge in the favor of Earth and its inhabitants."
Chris Obrion VA 23233-2638
"Bulldozing pristine forests - that soak up carbon! - in oder to mine coal - a dirty fuel that accelerates climate
change - is insane. These are our lands and the lands of our children. Letting Arch Coal profit from the
destruction of our futures is the cruelest sort of injustice. Please deny attempts to build roads and extract coal
in the Colorado forests."
Lynne O'carroll NJ 08873
"In an era of global warming the U.S. Government should not encourage the production of dirty coal. It certainly
should not destroy America's irreplaceable wild lands to,do so. This would be a crime."
Barbara Oceanlight CA 94086-7382
"All the natural lands we still have must be preserved from now on."
Brian O'connell
"Please protect what is left (and there isn't very much of it) of our wilderness. The greed of the few does

not outweigh our duty to preserve our country."
Katharine O'connell OH 44121-1747
"We must protect our forests and habitat both to keep carbon out of the atmosphere and to preserve eco

systems."
Margo O'connell OR 97211-3137
"There are so few true roadless wilderness areas left. To destroy Arch wilderness for the profit of a single
company would be a travesty. Please hold this area in trust for future generations. Remember why you chose
to become a forester: because forests matter to animals, to people, and to the planet. The wilderness is more
valuable as a carbon sink than the coal underneath it is as an energy source."
Mary Lou O'connell PA 15001-4851
"Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule as it is. We cannot afford to wipe out any more forest. It is wrong to
pave paradise to mine more coal. Let's use our knowledge to come up with an alternative for coal."
John And Jeanne O'connell WI 53103-9717
"We have enjoyed the Forest Service lands camping and hiking in CO since the 1950's and have a daughter
who recently retired from the USFS and spent her final years in Colorado. NO new ROADS for what hopefully
will be unneeded coal for our future."
Kevin O'connor CA 95616-4133
"This must stop"
Cathy O'connor IL 60451-5603
"Please don't allow this to happen!"
Margaret O'connor MN 56001-3138
"It is imperative for our health to protect and preserve our forests. These concerns for our health and the health
of our earth are of vital importance and therefore we ask for urgent action to stop the proposed bulldozing of
forest land."
Eileen O'connor NY 10701-1051
"Please....stop."
P. A. O'connor PA 17268-8286
"IForest svc, pls PROTECT our irreplaceable forests!"
P. O'connor
PA 17268-8286
"Other forest Svc is supposed to PROTECT forests. PLEASE DO NOT ALLOW DESTRUCTION OF
FORESTS."
Ellen O'connor VA 22206-1824
"Our forests are integral to our response to climate change. Do Not destroy forests for your roads or any other
reason."
Barbara Ocskai WA 98296-6193

"It's time now. We are responsible for our children. The future is in our hands."
Lucrezia Oddie HI 96708-5529
"Coal as a fuel is archaic, unnecessary and extremely destructive. Stop enabling it's expansion!"
Thomas Odell NY 12804-6601
"Keep coal in the ground to save the planet."
Ken Odell
TX 76135-1736
"Coal = CO2 in the atmosphere, and Mercury as well. We will be better, in the long run, to leave it in the
ground. And leave the forest alone!"
Philip O'dette NY 14507-9761
"Until January 4, the Forest Service is taking comments on its proposal to pave the way for Arch Coal--the
second-largest coal company in the United States--to bulldoze across thousands of acres of pristine roadless
forests. The agency is proposing to reopen a loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that will make it possible
for Arch Coal to reap profits while adding 130 million tons of climate pollution to our atmosphere, causing up to
$13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment. The climate costs of this proposal are simply
too high. For this reason, this loophole would set a dangerous precedent for our wild lands, and we can't let it
happen. Speak out against this destructive proposal now!"
Monica Odgers WI 53027-1843
"Humans are called to be compassionate caregivers, protectors and stewards of the planet and its beings.
Helping not harming."
Gail Odom
CA 94707-1309
"We do not need to mine for more coal!!!Please save mother earth."
Mr & Mrs Rg Odom FL 33062

"ARCH COAL JUST DOESN'T GIVE A DAM ABOUT THE CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY AS LONG AS
ARCH COAL GETS TO STUFF THEIR POCKETS"
Eugene Odonnell IN 46038-3203
"Why would anyone agree to destroy forests to obtain the dirtiest of dirty fuels? Stop this madness! Keep the
coal in the ground and the trees on top of it!"
Daniel O'donnell WI 53227-3913
"you have to stop destroying our woodlands unless you like carbon flavored coffee"
Clive O'donoghue TX 75601-3537
"Leave it in the ground! The future of the world is at stake. Does no one have children with their future and their
children's children's future?"
Lauren Oehler CA 95776-5379
"No coal mining or coal use, period!"
M Ofenloch

NJ 07001
"National Forests are not supposed to be boons for coal, gas, oil, and mineral mining. The trees help to hold
CO2, whereas coal will add it to the atmosphere. No mining in We the People's Nat'l Forests!!"
Jean Marie Offenbacher NY 10011-2104
"When I read that the Forest Service would even contemplate such disastrous measures, I am reminded that
they are more aptly named the representative agency for deforestation advocacy."
Jeanie Ogden OR 97759-1470
"The world is taking steps to stop climate change. Coal is not the answer and the United States needs to lead
by example."
Robert Ogden TN 38462-5305
"Do the right thing. You will sleep better tonight. Thank you."
Nanette Oggiono MA 01568-1424
"Please keep our forests preserved for generations to come! We have to do the right thing for them and all the
creatures that live there."
Avis Ogilvy
LA 70118-4057
"This proposal is an outrage ! There should be NO FOSSIL FUEL EXTRACTION ON PUBLIC LANDS. Least of
all roadless areas. What can our Forest Service be thinking of ?"
Sterling O'grady CA 94559-4143
"Please don't reopen the coal mining loophole in the roadless rule. Coal mining process leaves behind a toxic
wasteland and will destroy the entire forest, not just the areas where they mine."
Linda Ogren ME 04910-0185
"You need to help the environment not hurt it."
Caitlin O'heaney NY 10524-3414
"Do NOT allow Arch Coal to earn profits from mining our VIRGIN LAND. Do NOT re-open the loophole in the
Colorado Roadless Rule that will let this happen!."
Karenn Ohlinder
"This forest belongs to me and all Americans. It is simply wrong to damage it to benefit one corporation,
causing huge damage to the entire planet in the process. This IS the tragedy of the commons!"
Lynda Ohman WA 98311-9159
"As a teacher, I find it rather difficult to even mention the topic of coal as a fuel source, to my students. There is
no intelligent reason to continue its usage, when the facts are in and scientifically supported. The very lifesaving trees you take away cannot totally eradicate the irreversible damage you do to plants, wildlife, and
humans. There is no justifiable cause, in this day and age. Put your scientists to work on green energy and
how to bring that efficiently and affordably to fruition, and you'd be doing good for all."
Rajesh Ojha
CA 91335-3909
"At a time when we're making significant progress toward a clean future with renewable energy,

investing further in coal is a terrible idea."
Joel O'keefe
"Stop roads from being bulldozed across roadless forests in Colorado for coal mining, degrading habitat for
black bear and elk, goshawk, lynx and trout....all to benefit one corporation, Arch Coal.. Keep the Colorado

Roadless Rule as it is!"
Allison O'keefe WA 98119
"There are better ways to do this."
Dan O'keefe WA 98013-0439
"WE don't need more coal to burn. WE need sustainable fuels development. Transform coal jobs into new fuels
jobs."
Celia Okelley AL 35401-5922
"Please don't destroy our forests and allow coal to be mined when there is a serious climate problem caused by
fossil fuels. Keep the coal in the ground. Don't allow a loophole to be used just so a company can make huge
profits off of something so serious for mankind's future."
Kelly O'kief
HI 96768-8473
"Please stop thrashing our environment for corporate profit."
James Okrzesik IL 60046-9587
"There roadless for a good reason!!! Stay out of our land. Greed is always behind destruction of the earth."
Carlene Okula CT 06111-3722
"Please protect our lands from excessive bulldozing. We need a balance between profits and preserving
natural habitats. This would be a staggering amount of deforestation."
Michael Olague CA 91761-0143
"We only have 1 earth!!! There's no reset button."
Rick Olanoff NY 13214-1906
"It's more than time to go solar and wind--green, renewable, safe and to protect our forests!"
Kathy Olavarri CA 95033-8702
"Please save our forests and the earth!!!"
Audre Olenick PA 15108-9667
"Stop this endless destruction of our natural resources."
Paul Oligney WI 54311-6598
"We need to keep dirty energy in the ground if we want to live a healthy future and leave a healthy future for
our kids and grandkids. Most importantly we need to protect the remaining habitats of our natural ecosystems
or we too risk extreme starvation and great biodiversity loss. We need to learn to live with nature and use its
resources in a clean, efficient manner that provides benefit to all creatures, not just short term profits of a few."

Erin Oliva
CA 90034-3021
"If we don't protect our natural resources we're going to lose them forever. We cannot afford to destroy our
precious forests."
Tobias Olival HI 96727-0183
"Aloha ina"
Yvonne Olivares MD 21042-4296
"Please don't allow this ti happen. The short term benefits for 1 company will cost mote than the long- term
costs to our health, wildlife and our environment overall."
Consuelo Olivarez CA 90291-3964
"We need our trees for air. Forest wildlife will have nowhere to go and will die. Eventually nature will run it's
course leading to disaster for us and generations to come."
Doug Olive
IL 61820-4760
"The US needs to explore new sources of energy and leave coal in the ground."
Jared Oliver
DE 19702-1914
"It's time for us to keep our roadless wild areas undeveloped. Protecting habitat and limiting our impact on
climate change take precidence."
Nathan Oliver MN 55416-1954
"The time has come..."
Suzanne Oliver NC 28144-8505
"Coal pollutes. Wind does not!!!!!!"
Russel Oliver NY 12446-0073
"This destruction of MY/OUR roadless forests must STOP."
Lisa Oliver

WI 53714-2237
"Our planet needs our forests to survive. Stop Arch Coal and refuse to reopen a loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule!"
John Olley DH7 8XF
"Trees are life keep the worlds forests intact"
Kat Olmstead NY 13312-0171
"We need to STOP tearing down our beautiful natural landscapes. We have the means to build solar, wind,
hydro, and biomass energy systems, so we need to build them, and move on from fossil fuels!"
Dawn Olney KS 66207-2218
"Coal companies care only about profit. We need to protect what natural places we have before they are gone
forever, leaving behind nothing but waste and toxins. Please protect our planet."
Esther Olney

NC 28655-9411
"Stop this outrage to the earth and all Americans with conscience"
Joseph Olonia NM 87110-3415
"Drilling has become a sickness, a desperate attempt to extract miniscule amounts of energy at the expense of
pristine lands."
Barry Olsen
"This is wrong twice over! We should preserve wilderness areas in our national forests AND we need to leave
coal in the ground and take action to eliminate our dependence on fossil fuels."
Karen Olsen CA 93446-2505
"Coal is a dirty fuel. To seek it while ruining out wild places is the worst kind of public policy."
Karen Olsen OR 97458-0702
"All around bad idea on a cost vs benefit basis."
Corey E. Olsen WI 53018-2441
"Stop the destruction."
M Olson CA 94086
"This is so obvious I'm surprised and sad I have to say this"
Victoria Olson FL 33309-4611
"When the last tree has died, the rivers are all poisoned and the last fish is caught & the ocean is dead maybe
you will realize you can't eat money. What part of America needs to switch to GREEN Energy are you not
understanding? Greed and Money is destroying the planet we live on."
David Olson IL 61238-9249
"Stop this injustice. Destroying our land for this huge company is not right. Save our land."
Phillip Olson MI 48214-2891
"we all need more fresh air.Not the burning of more dirty coal!!"
Glen Olson
MN 55123-1822
"Climate change caused by the burning of fossil fuels threatens the entire planet. It's time to move away from
coal and oil and seek renewable energy sources. Leave the coal in the ground."
Bradley Olson MN 55412-2215
"Really?"
Mary Olson
VA 23693-3715
"We MUST preserve these pristine forests!!! Many,many years to regrow them!"
James Olszewski NJ 07305-2045
"God IS watching! Do what's right, not what's easy."
Marlene Olveda OR 97227-1146

"This is absolutely unnecessary."
John W. Olver CA 93950-3106
"Forests are good, coal is bad. There is no longer any argument to that statement. Burning coal will bring
misery to our descendants. Get serious about changing the world's energy equation."
John Omaha CA 95402-1531
"Leave it in the ground. Invest in solar and renewable, green energy. Leave it in the ground."
Kathleen O'nan CA 90039-3401

"Please do not let these beautiful lands be destroyed by Arch Coal. Protect our land!"
Elizabeth O'nan NC 28752-6228
"Ban dirty energy extraction faction from public land. Preserve our forests don't manage them to oblivion."
Eleen Onda
AR 72632-9731
"We need trees for our very life."
John O'neal
NE 68127-4849
"I just saw the pictures of air pollution in China which is largely caused by burning coal. Don't make it worse. No
coal mining in our forests!"
Amy O'neil
NJ 07045-9009
"We are the keepers of the earth. Stop dirty coal mining to save our forests and it's wild life!! I want cleaner air
not more pollution!"
Larry Oneill
"Please no coal mining or exploration on Americas forests. Don't rape my forests for your corporate profit of
which you share non with me."
Arlene Oneill NJ 07624-1323
"yes, stop coal mining on roadless forests."
Vicki O'neill
AZ 85119-9680
"Stop the coal mining in our precious few wilderness areas. This coal mining devestates our wilderness ans the
wildlife that inhabits the areas. Once gone..these areas are gone forever."
Hugh O'neill CA 92220-9522
"Coal is one of the most polluting fuels and contribhtes massivly to CO2 emissions and aa host of other
noxious by products. Has anyone given thought to what conditions we may face if the widfires of the past few
years in the western US continue to get worse and if we had a "Katrina" and a "Sandy" and a few more besides
every year rather than spread out several years apart? We should halt any coal production and burning.
Especially projects that do even more damage to the eco system during the extraction process"
June O'neill
ME 04107-2005
"Please leave the roadless wilderness in tack. We have taken over too much habitat and we need to be

careful moving forward. Since we are working on Environmental Warming it is hard to believe plowing down
pristine forest in lieu of coal is a well thought out plan."
Lucy O'nesl
OR 97405-1477
"Thank you for reading my letter. 2 reasons: protect this wilderness Stand for our air and ozone against burning
coal Thank you"
Wanda Onishi HI 96797
"Don't let Arch Coal bulldoze the forests."
Rachel Onstott KY 40206-1674
"Forests are an irreplaceable part of a sustainable future. Whereas coal is detrimental to a sustainable future.
DO NOT CHOOSE COAL OVER COMMONSENSE!!!"
James Onysko OH 44081-9622
"With Earth's precious ecosystems at the tipping point, it is irresponsible and dangerous to coal mine pristine
forests."
Kay Oppliger MI 49077
"Let's not destroy the forests by paving roads for big trucks to get at the coal mines. The coal companies don't
pay enough in taxes to make it worthwhile or rehab what they destroyed."
Tara O'riley
CA 95401-5733
"This kind of destruction of our environment needs to stop. Close this loophole."
Patricia Orlinski AZ 85351-2246
"How ridiculous. Here we have a Conference on Climate action going on in Paris right now, and a coal
company has the nerve to go about plowing up trees and damaging the environment and air as much as
possible? What?"
Barbara Orlovsky TX 75214-5345

"To bulldoze carbon absorbing forests in order to dig up carbon- polluting coal is wrong for our wild lands and
wrong for a warming planet. DO NOT allow Arch Coal to invade the Colotado forest wilderness and DO NOT
make an exception to the roadless forest regulations."
Valerie Orner CA 94403-3946
"We must stop destroying precious lands to facilitate greed!"
Susan O'rourke FL 33710-2141
"We need this to stop-the damage to our environment is far to costly and it will only benefit Arch Coal"
Earl Orr OK 74063
"stop it"
Noel Orr
WA 98155-2334
"Would you just do the right thing and stop letting coal and other industries destroy our Mother Earth?!?!?"

Jenne Orr
WI 53716-1467
"We need to stop using coal, period. But we certainly need to ensure that coal mining is NOT destroying what
little wilderness we have left. Do not allow mining in forests, parks, etc."
Mary K Orrange CA 94040-2316
"It's imperative that you forbid Arch Coal from destroying acres of pristine roadless forest. These wild places
are our nation's precious and priceless heritage and must be protected from the interest of greed."
Crystin Orser OR 97211-2426
"No. PLEASE do not allow Arch Coal to pull in the profits at the expense of our atmosphere and wild forests!
Horrible!"
Nancy Orsetti DE 19711
"SHAMEFUL ARCH."
Juanita Ortega AR 72117-2453
"We need to save our forests and stop polluting our planets earth. STOP THE BULLDOZING"
Charles Orth-pallavicini NY 10128-5241
"The cost to the environment would be way too much and not in any way worth it in destroying the habitat of
much wildlife and irrevocably contaminating the watersheds that would be affected. We have too little sources
of fresh, potable water left as it is. The scaring and pollution of the landscape by the coal industry not only
shortens and makes more miserable the lives of the poor, but robs future generations of their local nature's
beauty, giving the a sad, broken, dispirited land in which to be raised with less hope than if we followed the
biblical injunction to be caretakers to our good earth."
Maria P. Ortiz CA 93030-2597
"I want clean energy to start now, not later."
Jenny Ortiz
CT 06237-1304
"Please stop badgering our environment and creating more carbon footprint. If you keep doing this, in a few
years, the human race will have nothing to live on."
Sebastian Ortiz GA 30606-6603 "#N/A"
Carol Ortiz
TX 77316-2908
"We have got to stop destroying forests and burning coal. Our continued existence on earth is in peril!"
Shyama Orum NY 10001-7933
"Public lands belong to the people not the profiteers."
Peter Osborn NY 14445-1600
"this is morally wrong"
Michelle Osborne

TX 76118-6115
"When will the American people take precedence over business? PLEASE stop destroying the only home we
have."
Kate Oscar
NY 13339-1204
"Every forest you are destroying all the animals and life you are destroying along the way isn't worth the
amount of coal you could obtain. Think of I in terms like this, would you want someone to destroy where you

live and kill you along with it just for some small amount of coal."
Daniel Oseguera FL 32824
"All climate data point to we needing forests more than ever. If we are to survive, we need every tree available
today and many, many more planted, just to help somehow manage the generated amount of CO2. Now you
want to cut more trees, to dig and burn more of the one thing that got us here in the first place? How intelligent
is that?"
Alex Oshiro
HI 96822-5824
"Please stop raping and polluting our planet for profit and greed!"
Emma Osiecki UT 84770-7375
"Let the forest be, what you are wanting to do is not right. Sincerely, Emma Osiecki"
Sharon Osika-michales NY 13152-9384
"Do not contribute to climate change. If we have any hope of future generations being able to live on this
planet, fossil fuels must be kept in the ground. Coal is the worst of them. My grandfather was killed in a
Pennsylvania coal mine; I was never able to meet him. I'm sure black lung would have ended his live earlier
than normal had he not been killed. This is the time to invest in renewables, not in finite fossil fuel resources. It
CAN be done. View http://thesolutionsproject.org/ -- Stanford University et al plans for our energy future for
each state in the U.S.."
David Osinga CA 94901-1282
"Now is the time for a robust investment in the development of cleaner technology to generate energy! Stoo
squandering the health of our ecosystem on old dirty technology! Legislate change."
Rhea Osland IA 50141-7708
"I'm very angry that we keep destroying this planet and all living things on it because of greed. Enough is
enough!! Stop Arch Coal."
Sanda Oslin
MN 55783-8743
"I don't understand why a "Forest Service" would advocate destroying ecosystems by cutting down trees to put
in a tar road."
Harriet Oster NY 10021-2825
"Once wilderness is bull-dozed, it's gone forever--for our children and future generations. What we're left with is
the pollution."
Gregory Osterhaus VA 24018-1307
"Stop destroying our natural resources for the "benefit" of dirty fossil fuels. my gosh, do any of you

people have children to think of?"
Dawn Osterud FL 33615-1583
"One would think that an agency with the title of "Forest Service" would be known for being a supporter,
defender, caretaker, a champion for the forests, and all it's inhabitants. Not people that would allow even one
person, or many, to bulldoze thousands of acres of pristine forest. To the detriment of the land, and all the
animal life. Even if you don't care about the animals (you're in the wrong job), consider your children, and your
children's children. You would be causing billions of dollars damage to this planet's economy and environment.
All to mine fossil fuel? Which, by the way, is on it's way out. Do your research. This is a no brainer. The
loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule, needs to be super glued shut. FOREVER. Reopening it, would not be
"Caring for the land, and serving people ". The forests are your responsibility. Protect them. Sincerely yours
Dawn Osterud"
Gary Ostlund NC 28374-8421
"Have they not heard that coal is obsolete....?
GOO"
Julie Ostoich CA 95826-4542
"Keep the loophole closed forever and keep the forests and wild."
Brian O'sullivan ME 04079
"stop the destruction now"
Allan Oswald FL 32810-6399
"We can do so much better than coal!"
Mahmoud Othman MI 48170-4570
"Let's stop the genocide on Plante earth and let nature be nature and stop destroying God's beautiful
landscapes."
Margaret Othrow NY 11238-1804
"Don't be giving away America's pristine wilderness to benefit the producers of a fuel we are trying to eliminate!

Remember Paris and the COP21? You would be ENABLING! Don't do it!"
Mary Anne Otoole IL 60005-1819
"Stop taking carbon out of the ground. But if you must, stop trashing the forests on the trip"
Christina O'toole WA 98512-6206
"This plan is a big lose-lose."
Jane Ott
"Please stop coal mining in our U.S. forests. We must preserve our forests for the sake of our environment, our
wildlife, and the future of our country."
Ted Ott
IL 60181-2876
"Leave rich oxygen producing forests alone. We need Oxygen more than we need carcinogenic producing
coal!"
Carol Ott
TN 37415-3917

"Please Please do not let this coal company or any others destroy our precious national forests. Put ethics and
morality above money for a change!"
Ardys Otterbacher NM 87701-0898
"You've already seen what this does - decades of strip mining in the Appalachias and elsewhere - levelling
mountaintops, leaving the landscape as dead and barren as the Moon - it's horrible and it is completely
unnecessary. When the planet's resources run out THERE WON'T BE ANY MORE. They need to invest in
some other form of energy, or just continue our extinction."
Elaine Otto
"I oppose this proposal and ask that you reconsider."
Charles Otto IL 60618-5713
"there are other ways to get energy"
Lori Otto
NH 03054-2933
"Please do not let the Arch Coal proposal pass. It is bad for our environment, it is bad business, and it is just
wrong."
N Oure
VA 22193-1680
"WHY?!?!?"
Randy Ouren IA 51537-0229
"Please don't allow this forest area to be opened to roads for coal mining or any resource depletion mining."
Stuart Ours
NJ 07882-2406
"Coal, the dirtiest source of power from a global warming perspective, needs to be kept in the ground.
Bulldozing trees to gain access to it doubles the climate change impact. Do not open this loop hole. Your
grandchildren will thank you."
Sheila Out
NY 14850-6152
"No accommodations should be made to mine more coal. We need more renewable energy and less dirty fossil
fuel."
Linda Outterson
"It would be tragic for the Forest Service to allow the destruction of pristine forest and enable further coal
pollution of our environment. How would increased coal production and environmental destruction be a
"service"? The Forest Disservice? Tragic."
Thomas Ouweleen CA 91505-2127
"Please keep this road in the bottle where it belongs. As we know, once the roads are built it's too late to stop
the damage. Please consider that what the average people who use this forest get out of it is more important
than what Arch Coal will do to it. Thank you."
Barbara J.b. Overbeck PA 19422-1328
"Everyone knows by now, coal mining is not the way to go. Only the coal mining companies are making out. It's
bad for everybody else on the planet. We need new ways of getting energy that is a win/win for everyone, not
just corporations. Stop destroying the planet. The ETs are watching!"

Marilyn Overton WA 98020-3541
"We want our roadless forests left intact. Stop the greed and disregard of Arch Coal."
Anthony Owen CA 95521-6471
"This egregious form of exploitation doesn't belong in the 21st century."
Katharine Owen HI 96818-1953
"Coal is the DIRTIEST form of energy. We should be closing down ALL coal powered plants, not opening up
pristine forest land to be ravaged by more mining. The environment and the miners would BOTH be much
healthier!!"
Robert Owen KY 41041-9248
"Laws and rules are put in place to protect OUR forest. You the Forest Service are obligated to follow those
laws and rules, protecting the forest. It is not your property to do what you want to do whatever with. It is ours
for our use, as is, as we see fit. If you can not maintain the forest as the citizens want it kept, then you are
insubordinate and derelict in your duties."
Sandra Owen WA 98065-9092
"Allowing significant damage to public lands so a private corporation can profit from a "dirty" energy source is a
reckless and ill-advised use of American resources. Please respect the land you are charged with overseeing
and refuse to allow this tract of public land to be degraded and destroyed!!"
Mark Owens MN 55912-2905
"Coal is not the future of energy."
Helen Oxley CA 95066-4015
"These pristine forests, once bulldozed, are gone forever, and for what? For a fossil fuel that will be burned
once and contribute nothing more but will merely add to climate pollution?"
FP
"Beautiful area, please let it be!"
Barbara P
PA 19350-9149
"Let's stop acting at cross purposes. Climate change is our number one priority and private profit has no place
in the discussion."
SP
WA 98674-0300
"It's time to bite the bullet and develop alternate power, like wind and solar! Take a look at Texas...."
Christine P.
CT 06751-2101
"Such a destruction would be a terrible catastrophe. There are some things which absolutely should not be
sacrificed to increase a corporation's profit margin. Our planet, the health of our citizens, the lives of wildlife
who died with no purpose, and the beauty and moral leadership of America are some of them."
Martin Pable WI 53212-3624
"Again, please do not allow Arch Coal to bulldoze thousands of acres of precious forest, with untold damage to
the environment and add to the danger of further global warming."

Jaime Pabon FL 33328-2994
"We don't need strip mining or another company destroying the environment."
James Pabst MI 48430-8556
"clean energy is the real answer!"
Nikki Pacheco Theard ID 83814-9011
"Protect and enforce our roadless lands. Coal mining interests will degrade our wild forests and will only
continue to harm our world with carbon emissions that will drive climate warming, harming our entire planet.
Keep fossil fuels and coal in the ground, protecting our world from greater harm."
Rosa Pacios Jimenez FL 33405
"Leave earth alone!"
Sarah Packard IL 60559-1936
"We are facing overproduction of coal. The roadless forests are much more valuable than the coal under
them."
Zola Packman NC 27605-3239
"Save the environment.Stop the pollution."
Brian Paddock TN 38501-9224
"USFS, you are supposed to be a watershed protection agnecy. Keep fossil fuels in the ground and help save
our future."

David Paden KS 66044-3719
"According to Exxon scientists, the cost of burning fossil fuels is $60 per ton of CO2 produced. Our government
should be "renting" coal producing land at that rate. It would make places such as roadless forests much less
appealing to these coal companies and make the true cost of coal more obvious. Stop new coal development
and start encouraging renewable energy, which in terms of True costs is cheaper."
James Padier TX 76901-5591
"Hello, I am with a made up company that wants to bulldoze your entire lot and build a playground on top of it.
I've provided myself the documents that I need to do so by paying off the local public servants to facilitate my
destruction of your headquarters. You have no say in this and there is no recourse for the destruction of your
property, that of which now belongs to me and I will be disposing of it. If you try to recover your lost goods, it
will be considered theft and you will be shot to death by police in the streets without a trial, conviction, or due
process. Now you know how all the citizens and the planet feel, because this is how you treat us and it is
exactly the same methods you use and only because the U.S. is the worst atrocity to ever be wrought onto this
planet and unless the U.S. is stopped it will destroy all life on the planet. I will never get a job and I will never
pay taxes to petty criminal sacks of trash such as you. Since all you do is ruin everything you interact with, the
best you will ever do is die. I hate you, I hate the
U.S. and I will never have a life here, never get a job and never pay taxes to worthless pieces of feces that ruin
everything, such as your inept selves. F YOU!"
Rosina Padilla

IL 60402-3934
"It's time to start doing what is right for the Planet and not for someone's wallet!!!"
Janet Page
CA 95746-6964
"Once we lose this habitat we can't get it back so let's stop this senseless coal mining."
Kristin Page CA 95942
"This proposal is dangerous on many levels. Please tell Arch Coal NO."
Donna Page
FL 34689-2739
"We cannot afford to further jeopardize the environment at this critical time. Please cease this and ANY
loopholes from endangering the future habitability of our planet."
Robyn Page
GA 30318-3615
"We must protect our forest. Without trees the animals & people on earth can't survive."
Gail Page
MA 01801-3316
"We need our forests for air quality and living quality - for ourselves and for our children. Please do the right
thing and do not let Arch Coal bulldoze these parts of our planet. Let live rule over money. Thank you!"
Diana Page
TN 37221-3943
"Putting a road in will cause erosion."
Kesley Page
TN 37211-6284
"This is destruction of land. Please resort to eco friendly methods that not only further our resources but
replenish our land."
Charles Page WA 98662-4383
"Please consider the long term impact of the planet and stop Arch Coal from the Colorado wilderness. Our
grandchildren deserve it! Thanks, Wayne Page Vancouver, WA"
Tony Pagonis MD 20882-3724
"Please stop destroying irreplaceable natural and wild landscapes before there's only pictures left for our future
generations to contemplate."
Roberta And Dr. Pailes
"Forests are one of our protections against global warming. To cut them down to mine COAL is insanity."
Prescott H. Paine ME 04686-4024
"Razing forests for short term gain jeopardize our necessary biodiversity. Please stop mining coal in roadless
forest, or I'm going to get very mad, and you don't want that..."
Susanna Paisley
"How, when the dangers of our carbon releasing practises are so clearly understood, can this even be

considered? Insanity."
Lorna Paisley IL 61025-0066
"Quit mining coal and ruining the earth. What is wrong with these companies. They are doing everything

wrong."
Paul Pala
PA 17225-1421
"NO MORE FOSSIL FUELS, PERIOD! HERE IS AN ARTICLE SHOWING SOME OF THE MANY WAYS
THAT
FOSSIL FUELS = DEATH: http://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2015/12/07/458487877/climate- changeis-killing-us-literally-and-heres-how"
Diane Palacio CA 94112-3621
"Our national forests are protected lands for the public. Coal mining is not an acceptable activity in our forests
and certainly not bulldozing acres and acres of pristine forest land."
Mike Paletta NY 10549-4854
"Stop coal mining in roadless areas. Preserve our natural resources"
Lavinia Pall
CA 92110-4621
"Please protect our forests and animals."
Michelle Palladine CA 92262-6620
"In light of ALL the evidence on climate change and global climate catastrophes, how is it that we STILL have
to ask you to do the right thing?"
Florence Pallakoff CA 94024-7035
"Don't mess with Mother Nature."
Susan Paller
"Please leave our forests alone!! Our trees are such a necessary part of our environment!!!"
Phyllis Pallett-hehn CT 06498-1705
"This proposal is an outrage! We do not need 130 million tons of pollution added to our atmosphere nor do we
need to set a dangerous precedent for destruction of our wild lands and wildlife. Please stop coal mining on our
roadless forests!"
R Palm TX 78620
"STOP THE DESTRUCTION OF OUR WORLD BY THE SATANISTS!"
Mitzi Palmer
"What a set back this would be to moving towards clean energy!! Do not allow this to happen!!"
John Palmer
"Why would you do such a thing; beyond my comprehension that the Forrest Service would even consider such
an undertaking; when are we going to wake up and smell the coffee; this is wrong."
Robert Palmer CA 94530-2152
"Close the loophole, and do it now. The forests are worth more than the coal."
Philipp Palmer IL 60641-3729
"The kind of senseless destruction, in both the short and long terms, that such a project would cause is just
unfathomable. I would rather seek out alternatives where possible, or invest this sort of money and time in to
alternative sources of energy."
James Palmer

MD 21042-1235
"Keep Colorado mountains natural for our future generations!"
Jerry Palmer MS 39043-0675
"Please close this loophole for good. Thank you for reading this."
Michelle Palmer NY 10025-6675
"Respect the environment!"
Laramie Palmer OR 97405-2855
"In light of the Paris meetings, COP21, we need to take measures to restrict production of carbon dioxide
emissions. Leave the coal in the ground and encourage alternative, less polluting, energy sources.
Protect our forests, which help to take up carbon dioxide. The government should protect the interests of US
citizens."
Gwynn Palmer WA 98070

"no more Forrest razing...enough is enough"
Valerie Palmer-mehta
"We only have one planet. We can't keep recklessly poisoning it in the name of profits. We need some
reasonable regulations. Take action now!"
Tris Palmgren MI 48236-1734
"Why would we allow this?"
Jason Palo
PA 19342-8108
"Do the right thing. We only have one planet and we must preserve what God gave us."
Deanna Palombo WI 53128-1459
"Do you think enough damage has been done to the earth? I do. Stop the filthy practice."
Dani Palomino CA 91001-2920
"Arch coal needs to reinvent itself, focusing on development of clean energy sources instead of clinging to a
dying industry."
Vail Palomino CA 94611-1807
"Does the Forest Service want to destroy our forests? Forest destruction would certainly follow any change to
the Colorado Roadless Rule. No more coal mining on U.S. Forest Service lands!"
Dave Palumbo NC 27948-8643
""arch coal" needs to start easing into renewables; this is a great place to start..."
Tiffany Panaccione AZ 85382-4874
"As a human on this planet I instinctually know what is right and what is wrong, destroying more trees and
natural lands is the worst possible thing we could do in a time of a ever warming planet (especially for coal).
We need to use our brains, instincts, and technology to produce solutions to these types of problems, if not our
future generations, and quite frankly us now, will be the ones to pay. Please stop being greedy, lets invest in a
sustainable future where clean energy is used. I want to be able to breathe

on this planet, it is the most basic human right, and by taking away trees and mining coal you are taking that
simple right away. Thank you for looking at the big picture."
Jeffrey Panciera WA 98118-2260
"Of course extractors will try to wring the last bit of cash out of the land; of course they don't care about climate
change; of course we should stop them."
Ronald Pancner FL 33957-7600
"The Forest Service needs to protect our forests not permit exploitation."
Preeti Pandey NY 11220-5748
"If there are other less harmful sources of energy then I do not understand why we do not use them, profit &
greed will only bring distruction of the earth & all living beings, this practice need to be stopped now!. Thank
You."
Sara Pandolfi OH 44074-1009
"We need trees, NOT coal!"
Ruth Panella DE 19810-4054
"I urge you to "Stop miles of road from being bulldozed across 19,000 acres of roadless forest, degrading
habitat for black bear and elk, goshawk, lynx and trout...all to benefit one corporation.""
Carol Panfilio WA 98668-2552
"Protect our earth.....it is our home"
Margaret Pangle AR 72116
"Please do not harm our public lands by exploitation. This "loophole" should be closed and the public trust
restored. It is hard to imagine that taking advantage of it was ever a good idea. Now that the information is
available that the "Forest Service", the very organization charged with protecting our Forrests, would allow this
to possibly happen again, should outrage the public, and force them to close the loophole for good!"
Keri Paninos WY 82832-9720
"To keep burdening our future generation's woth more and more degradation of the land and the responsibility
to reverse the damage we inflict. Is not only shortsighted and selfish it is downright embarrassing!"
Bonnie Pannell CA 94525-1227
"Coal mining is on its way out - That's a good thing, although way, way to late considering all of the damage it
has done to our environment. Why add insult to injury by bulldozing forests? Trees are a main combatant to air
pollution and global warming, besides being a home to thousands of species."
Joseph Panzica NJ 08052-1819
"Sincerely,
Joseph Panzica"

Mar Papa NY 10007
"National environment and forests are a great thing about usa...its one of the most important and

greatest things we have...its a shame what is done but some people....Forests are treasure and we all must
protect them"
Doreen Papajcik OH 44126-2318
"Why do we need to mine more coal? What is the need or benefit to destroy habitat for coal?"
Pat Papandreopoulos FL 34996-1542
"Don't let huge corporations buy the legacy of your children and pollute the planet"
Jenny Papas FL 33496-4908
"My home state is WV and the devastation is heartbreaking!"
Cynthia Papia MA 01527-1868
"Stop destroying our natural wonders for big $$."
Frank Papp
"Leave the coal in the ground."
Mary Papp
SC 29707-7725
"Thank you for reading my letter.we do not need. Coal company to ruin our pristine forests for more air
pollution. Stop this awful destruction of the only earth we have."
Theodore Pappagallo CT 06360-3426
"I respectfully request you DO NOT allow the devastation of thousands of acres of forests by Arch Coal. It adds
to climate pollution and destroying the habitat of our animals. It is a shameful act by both Arch and the U.S.
Forest Service."
Elaine Pappamihiel VA 22304-2111
"Thank you for your vigilance in protecting our irreplaceable wild areas."
Stephanie Pappas CA 94115-3555
"we have got to invest in sustainable, renewable energy. Continuing to conquer nature for energy is just so last
year. Get with the program--people and animals before profits"
Kathy Pappas MA 01462-1822
"We need our forests not pollution."
Melissa Pappas MI 48116-8819
"Is taking the tops off mountains and forever destroying the beauty of the land all coal can come up with? What
happened to digging relatively small holes and burrowing in? I understand the need for coal at this time, but
completely destroying pristine lands is an abomination."
Theo Pappas NY 10017-1748
"Aren't you supposed to be protecting forests and wild life from rapacious corporations? PLEASE DO YOUR
JOB!"
Robin Pappas PA 18349-0133
"Haven't we learned this is not the way to go?"

Carol Papworth WA 98204
"Please stop Arch Coal from bulldozing thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado in order to
mine more dirty coal. It is not a safe or sustainable energy source and does not warrant destroying wild lands."
Angela Paradis AR 72173-9635
"Coal is the fuel of the past, and it's time to stop allowing them to destroy more precious wildlife habitat."
Diana Paradise CA 93130-0040
"please stop this destruction."
Joseph Paraszewski OR 97404-3036
"President Obama and climate scientists agree that if we want to halt the worst potential damage from climate
change, we must keep some of the world's known fossil fuel reserves in the ground. The Forest Service should
draw the line here, where mining coal will spew huge amounts of methane and destroy wild forest."
Sheri Pardee MI 48240-1111
"The purpose of the Forest Service is to manage our country's forests. It should not aid in forest destruction! It
should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all
at the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Michael Pardee TN 37919-6631
"Please do not establish a precedent by allowing destruction of pristine roadless national forest land for use by

a privately owned company for mining coal or other environmentally impactful uses."
Mary-lou Pardue MA 02138-4381
"Why are we ruining an environmental treasure to provide coal for a dying industry that also adds to our
destruction of the planet"
S Paredi GA 31411
"TO DESTROY FORESTS - OUR AIR CLEANERS - IN ORDER TO DEVELOP COAL MINES - WHEN COAL
PRODUCTION AND BURNING ARE MAJOR POLLUTERS OF OUR AIR, WATER AND SOIL, IS PLAIN
INSANITY. JUST WHO ARE THE IDIOT APPROVERS OF THIS ANTI HUMAN, ANTI ANIMAL, ANTI BIRD,
ANTI INSECT, ANTI PLANET EARTH DECISION?"
Kim Parish
OH 45387-1544
"Quit raping our Earth in the name of profit. There are cleaner, more environmentally compatable sources of
energy available. Profit from them!"
Kathleen Parisi, Osf PA 19063-6046
"Please help us to retain the prisntine beauty of forest, water, air. We have polluted the earth far beyond it
healing itself. It is time for us to take responsibility for life in all forms."
Linda Park
OH 44112-3916

"Trees are the lungs of the planet. They are not replaced easily. Do not destroy what we have to allow a
polluter to profit. Keep our air clean."
Phyllis Park
OH 45601-9415
"We need forests more than we need coal"
Cari Park WV 26452
"We need the trees more than we need the coal under them. This practice is a double whammy to the climate
and the health of the earth."
David Parker AR 72120-9755
"Our wilderness and wildlife always take precedence over corporate greed, destructive irresponsibility, and
profits. Keep filthy, toxic fossil fuels in the ground!"
Paula Parker CA 94121
"There's so much pollution in the air now that if it weren't for our lungs there'd be no place to put it all. - Robert
Orben"
Evelyn Parker FL 33567-1646
"Please stops up to 65milles of Road from being bulldozed stop climate pollution thanks"
Anthony Parker FL 32524-1995
"Wrong answer; here we go again with these greedy @#$%s..C'mon; I think our lives and futures are worth
more than these jerks making money on fossil fuels we don't need."
Sharon Parker KS 66616-1346
"protect forests and wildlife"
Stacy Parker MI 48054-4508
"PLEASE Protect our FORESTS!!! SAVE our EARTH STOP STRIPPING IT!!!"
Dan Parker
MN 55128-1010
"Leave coal in the ground. There is no such thing as "clean coal"."
Kenneth Parker NC 27510
"S how many forest animals have to go Extinct, before we take action on this?"
CW Parker
NJ 07446-1824
"This makes no sense."
Tommy Parker PA 18519-1208
"Don't destroy pristine forests to allow Big Coal to devastate those same forests and then the atmosphere. It's
past time to put Big Coal in its rightful place, in the history books."
Judith Parker PA 19146-1119
"Please protect the nation's pristine roadless forest from the damage reopening the loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule."

Jane Parker
PA 17844-7956
"There is already too much climate destruction. You have the power to help save the planet."
Cynthia Parker SC 29210-5518
"These forests are essential to repairing the damage already done to the environment, our atmosphere, by the
over-use of fossil fuels. Additionally, destroying the habitats of the countless animals who live in these forests
can only wreak havoc in the delicate balance of area's ecosystem. It is impossible to understand how the
Forest Service could condone such efforts. Keep the loophole closed in the Colorado Roadless rule and stop
Arch Coal from profiting at the expense of the environment."
Deborah Parker WA 98229-7949
"Allowing Big Carbon to drive its filthy truckloads through a loophole in the law is the worst possible idea.
Giving away natural resources to burn our planet to death while the snickering rich cats take our money - JUST
SAY NO!!!"
Sarah Parker WA 98103-3133
"Now is not the time to permit coal mining in roadless forests. This loophole was closed for a reason. The time
is past when we can fiddle while Rome burns. Coal is dead the planet is searching for ways to remedy the
destruction that has already gone on too long. Thank you for considering my opinions on the matter. Sarah
Parker"
Seana Parker-dalton FL 32792-2502
"we need our forests. Coal MUST stay in the ground!"
Doney Parkinson UT 84319-1119
"When will we stop destroying our forests, watersheds, & environments for the sake of more pollution, money,
greed, & shortmindedness??!"
Caryl Parks
CA 93436-2131
"This is so wrong."
Tammy Parks MA 01002
"Look at China and India - let's move to renewables"
Janet Parlett PA 19320-5506
"Bulldozing forest areas removes a key factor in reducing CO2 levels."
Susan Parlier AR
"It's too great a sacrifice, to open up roadless areas to coal mining, considering all of the progress we've
making as a nation to move away from coal and toward cleaner energy. The Colorado Roadless Rule exists for
a reason, and loopholes just disgust people; they leave the public with no confidence in government. Please
stand firm against opening up this area to any group who wants to take the resources and leave waste and
roads ingressing into the pristine areas. Thank you!"
Teree Parman WA 98110-3633
"Coal is just too dirty an energy source to be worth the damage and destruction it would cause to get it

to consumers. Our nation and planet needs undeveloped, untouched places for preservation of ecosystems."
August Paro MD 20817-1202
"Please stop this mining project. Our forests our air and our water are far too valuable to destroy. I am frequent
visitor to Colorado I would like to help preserve its natural beauty. Thank you."
Nancy Parris IL 60056-1221
"What does it take for you people to do your job and protect our lands without all these protests? It should be a
self-evident truth."
Joan Parrish CA 95060-1044
"Please save the forests for future generations. Too many trees have been destroyed with dangerous
consequences for our planet."
Jeff Parrish
IL 60143-2218
"Forests are better for the country than coal. Please leave the coal under the forests and the forests intact."
Patricia Parsley WA 98292-7843
"Ever heard of climate change? Ever learned how severely coal impacts such change? Leave it in the ground!"
Thomas Parsons
"Please preserve roadless lands, and leave coal in the ground, for the benefit of all, including future
generations."
Shireen Parsons DC 20011-3570

"Arch Coal is finished in West Virginia -- there's nothing left to ruin. The mountains have been razed to the
ground, the ground and surface waters are polluted forever, and most of the coalfield families have left their
little homes in search of jobs and new lives elsewhere. When is enough enough???? End coal mining now!!!"
Marien Parsons PA 17050
"Please protect the wilderness areas of the US. Stop any use other than hiking."
Jack Partridge
"Coal needs to stay in the ground. Especially on publicly owned lands!"
Russ Pascatore
"All mining should be illegal on National Forest Land. Please stop this injustice."
Vera Paschke AK 99508-3968
"Even in Alaska, we experience the polluting damage from the coal mining and transport of coal for shipping.."
Pat Pascual
NY 12563-2823
"Leave our forests the way they are, we need them for clean air, to protect the wild life and for peace and quiet"
Stacy Pasetta

CA 90068-1738
"Please don't allow another forest get developed in the name of industry."
L. Steven Pashley PA 19038-2538
"We can't afford to add to climate pollution to our atmosphere. At a time when the Paris accords are still falling
short of required pollution limits, we can't afford to increase pollution anywhere."
Robin Pasholk WI 54956-2635
"We need more pristine roadless forests and less pollution-causing coal."
Jeremy Paskell CA 92307
"We have the recourses and means to start using clean energy, and to stop using dirty coal, Clean up your act
now, and lets preserve this planet for generations to come,"
Sonia Paslawsky MD 20745-1427
"We should be searching for carbon neutral efforts to produce energy and we should be looking to repair the
damage we have already done to the environment; not for more ground to shred."
John Pasqua CA 92025-5005
"END THE NEED FOR COAL NOW."
Barbara Pasqualino CA 94146-0490
"Why would the Forest Service even think of considering such a thing? Who and what is the Forest Service
meant to serve? Surely the forests, and not the coal industry. It sounds as though the Forest Service is instead
pursuing what it is meant to prevent."
Judith Passmore CT 06457-3323
"The wildlife is important to our ecoSYSTEM, but so is the fact that trees clean our air and mining dirties it. So
you're adding pollutants and removing the means to counteract them. HELP!"
JP Patafio
"Keep your plows parked, and tune in the future."
Sumir Patel
PA 15142-1036
"the earth is a living being. Please stop irresponsibly plundering our only home for short term (less than 7
generations) business gain!"
Annerose Patera FL 34748-2210
"we need to keep the colorado roadless rule. close the loophole for good."
Willa Paton-smith GA 30306-3240
"It's time to move beyond coal."
Arlene Patoray NJ 07652-2001
"It's time to stop destroying the beautiful, irreplaceable wilderness areas of our country for a dirty fossil fuel
that, at best, pollutes our air and water. Ditch coal! It 's time to move on to clean energy sources."
Dwyne Patrick MI 49341-9666

"Big coal has never properly restored what they destroy to grub our coal from the ground to sell it to us. We
don't need it, don't want it dug to sell China or India and DO want wilderness and roadless lands left intact."
Janice Patrick OH 44485-1321
"We do not need to pollute the last of our portion of nature's beauty."

Joan Patrie
WA 98102-1181
"Roadless wilderness is one of the most precious things we have left on this planet. This type of industrial
extraction is equivalent to taking priceless artifacts and melting them down for the gold. It is pure insanity"
Kate Patrolia MA 02576-1247
"Keep it in the ground! and the trees too..."
Sherry Patten IN 46123-8243
"Coming from the midwest, I have seen first hand how the coal mines destroy the land. Cutting through pristine
forrest is criminal, since we should be looking seriously at alternative fuel sources to help our environment, not
destroy it!"
Robin Patten OK 73115-1976
"Forests are much more important than coal."
Miriam Patterson IA 50010-5113
"Please let our wildlands remain wild! It's the forests that help counteract the damage that the burning of fossil
fuels do to the earth and its atmosphere."
Victoria Patterson MI 48197-2703
"We don't need more roads. We need to keep the forests pristine for the wildlife that call it HOME."
Melanie Patterson NY 12538-0551
""On earth there is no heaven, but there are pieces of it." -- Jules Renard Please preserve this piece of
heaven."
Anne Patterson NY 10013-3886
"Please find another solution to providing our nation's energy needs."
Eugenia A. Patterson WA 98346-9547
"Big Coal: Get off MY land and stop the devastation your methods cause. I want my progeny to be able to enjoy
these forests."
Gerald Patterson WA 98221-1111
"I expect the Forest Service which I have always respected to ensure that roadless areas remain protected
from the environmental destruction of mining and drilling. Please do not become a disappointment to me like so
many Government agencies have done."
Andrew Patton
"The last thing we need right now is more coal mining. Please do not let us go any further backwards

than we've already gone!"
Sheryl Patton CA 95667-3425
"Stop. NOW, before the ravages of irresponsible "Land Management " in the name of big government and big
industry destroy the only planet and the struggling environment and climate. Can we learn from our past? I
think so. Who is bold enough to do the right thing?"
Lesley Patton HI 96755-1065
"It's past time to start "leaving it in the ground". And keeping the loophole closed is the right first step in that
direction."
Therese Patton NM 87710-0272
"Just look at China today. It made the news again. The people there can't go outside or they will get sick from
the toxic air. Keep the coal in the ground. The dirty toxic air in China blows our way. The US is weening itself
from coal but the coal companies are selling this poison to other countries and the planet be damned. With it
go the humans and all other species. Greed is good for a few. Even those few can't hide forever from the
damage they cause."
Martha Patton TX 78232-1922
"Go with natural gas instead."
Nancy Patumanoan TX 77018-4143
"Why should a coal mining company get to destroy our environment?"
Virginia L Paul
"Forests cannot be easily replaced. Leave them, and leave coal in the ground. We need nature and wild lands,
and less pollution producing fuel."
Ryan Paul
AZ 85710-1459
"Please help to mitigate the disastrous damage to the environment that is being done every day!"
Helen Paul
NJ 07645-1316

"Please do not allow the destruction of our forests for the financial benefit of the few when these forests were
meant to be preserved for the many. These decimated lands can never recover and return to the pristine
condition. Just when our President wants to reduce our dependence on coal due to global warming, you folks
want to ignore what he says and go against the people's interests. At this time we do not need coal to survive we have plenty of natural gas. PLEASE DO NOT IGNORE THE OVER- WHELMING SENTIMENT OF THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE!"
Robert Paul
WV 25314-1622
"In the context of climate change, the protection of forested areas is a paramount concern and the only
responsible approach to coal is to keep it in the ground. To allow the destruction of forest in order to facilitate
the extraction of coal is a betrayal of the public trust, and is plainly inconsistent with the federal government's
more stringent regulation of coal-fired power plants."
Susan Paule
KS 66204-1845
"Please help protect our environment and keep our wildlife safe!"
Karen Paulic

MO 64106-2109
"Please...no more coal from our vanishing wildlife areas."
Dennos Paull CA 94019-1873
"we need more renewals, not more coal."
Jill Paulus
IL 60187-3319
"Oil and Coal and Gas, all fossil fuels, profit a few and puts life as we know it up for auction to the highest
bidder. The Government must protect Life Liberty and Happiness of Citizens."
Terry Pavletic WI 53228-4400
"Please do what you can to preserve wildlife habitat and reduce carbon pollution."
JW Pavlic OH 44281
"'Supportive Logic' Perhaps there's some truth to be found in the saying that humans are vulnerable to the most
disruptive ideas or transparent holdings imaginable! Disruptive ideas or holdings that neither adhere to the
philosophies of cognitive thought nor to the dreams of the unimaginable that's infinite in wellbeing and the
etherness of an eternal reasoning. Whether they are the fallacies of disruptive thought or the logic of a creative
reasoning it's the responsibility of an obligatory imaginative to follow the challenges of a brighter future, and the
greater learning of all for tomorrow! Hari-ji Baba (J.W. Pavlic) 399 ? Main St. Wadsworth, OH 44281 + 1 (234)
303-5179 U.S.A. http://jauney.tripod.com/"
Laura Pawlacyk MN 55407-3406
"Please do not add roads to beautiful forest lands in our National Forests. These lands are protected for many
valuable reasons. Let's keep them protected from corporate needs, road building and destruction of beautiful
forests! Please keep the land protected always."
Jennifer Pawlitschek NY 11204-3656
"No more coal, it wreaks havoc on the environment."
Christina Pax MD 21409-4838
"This loophole is unwarranted. Do not allow this, please."
Lori Paxton
MO 64133-1315
"We must stop this senseless destruction of our earth. Fossil fuels need to be left in the ground and our
forrests need to be left alone. Without them, we have no oxygen... Without them you give us death."
Steve Paxton VT 05833-0022
"trading pristine for trashed waste is crazy"
Stephen Paylor PA 19003-2708
"I hiked the Colorado Trail from Denver to Durango across the mountains, so I hold the forest in high regard. I
saw the difference between protected areas and logged areas."
Hilary Payne FL 32536-0953
"Stop ruining the Earth!!..."
Chester Payne

MO 65536-2803
"Who benefits the most from this rule change, the US Forest Service or Arch Coal? If it is NOT the Forest
Service, then this should be a no-brainer. Deny Arch Coal their new roads, and their brand new mountain tops
to destroy."
Kay Payne
SC 29650-4775
"In the 1st place we need to be replacing the use of coal. It is ruining our planet. It's hard to believe that coal
companies don't care about the devastating effects of mining to Earth and they don't care how this will affect
their grandchildren. Secondly, cutting trees depletes our oxygen level and destroys the source for carbon
dioxide intake. It just shows how some people know nothing about how their actions affect the biology of the
planet -or they are willing to cut their own throats to make more profit. Thirdly, this will cause destruction to the
habitat of many species of wildlife."
Ellie Paysinger ID 83847-5289
"No mining operations in our Forests . The forest Service is there to protect the forest not allow it to be
destroyed. Actually we don't need coal or oil.We already have 41 patents in the patent office that our
government will not allow to be put into production. Ellie P."
Allen Peachey IN 46526-4665
"Please, no more mining of roadless forests! We must use cleaner energy sources. Way too many CO2s
equals climate change future generations will find drastically altering chances of survival on this planet!"
Jon Peara WA 98177
"No more coal mining!"
Chris Pearce L5C 2E4
"get out of the forests, we don't need more coal ... But we definitely DO need more trees!"
Gary Peard NV 89509
"Please leave some forest and wild places undeveloped"
Victoria Pearl VT 05602-2468
"Please reconsider your actions and their effects on the future of our Earth."
Tia Pearson
HI 96786-8563
"There are better environmentally-saving energy resources such as solar."
Julie Pease
KY 40422-9782
"The timing of this is ironic given the climate talks in Paris. President Obama has indicated that he wants the
US to be a leader in addressing climate change. This is an opportunity to lead by saying no to Arch Coal.
Thank you."
Philip Pease MD 21811-1807
"Any action that increases fossil fuels increases global warming and climate change. Stop mining coal."
Michael Peavler TN 37659-5695
"This has to be stopped. We cannot allow the Forest Service to be complicit in the devastation Arch Coal

will inflict on Colorado"
Emilie Pechuzal AZ 85705-7438
"These forests provide critical environmental services, and we need to stop burning coal to maintain livability of
our biosphere."
Sarah Peck
MI 48152-2528
"We can't afford to subsidize dirty coal and oil. We need to invest in wind and sun energy which are becoming
more affordable and which do no harm us and the climate."
Eleanor Peck PA 19038-8046
"Climate change is a reality and the world needs less coal and more trees. The proposal to have the US Forest
Service allow road building and coal mining in our national forests needs to be rejected to both save the land
and the air and water."
Sherry Peck
PA 19119-3441
"Please protect the forests. Healthy forests and maximum species diversity of both flora and fauna are
essential to the future of humans!"
Brian Peck VA 22101
"Either invest in a clean way to use coal or invest in another energy source. Your grandchildren cannot afford

more coal use."
Nicholas Peda WA 98195
"America's untamed lands are one of the things that make our country unique. There is no way that the profits
of a coal company ( in a time when coal is quickly becoming obsolete) could ever be worth the destruction of
millions of acres of our forest lands. The short term gain of a corporation at the expense of the environment, of
human health, and of our national landscapes is not acceptable. If this loophole is opened, we will be taking a
huge step backwards. Don't let anything get in the way of keeping our ecosystems and wilderness alive."
Clyde Pedigo TN 37763-6522
"I have seen the ugliness of strip mining in East Tennessee!!!! IT SHOULD BE STOPPED!!!!"
Michael Pedreschi ME 04429-7553
"With today's technology their is no need to continue burning coal. Forests clean the air and coal pollutes the
atmosphere so why would you consider destroying forests when global air pollution is on the rise"
Bob Pedretti CA 95125-3354
"Aren't you listening to the President and other world leaders about climate change! Coal is a major contributor
to pollution (see Beijing China) so why open up road for more coal production?"
Maria Carmen Pedroza IL 60453-2982
"Please remember and protect the earth by voting against the loophole for Arch Coal."
Ginger Peeler FL 34103-1901

"Please stop destroying the forests and habitat."
Jen Peeples
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to mine in Colorado. Coal is one of the primary causes of climate change. It
puts mercury in environment and sickens people who live near mines and coal-burning power plants. Getting
coal out of the ground ruins landscapes and habitats that are left as wastelands, no matter the reclamation plan
put forth by the coal company. Coal use is dropping in the US. Coal power plants are closing and new ones
aren't being built. We don't need this coal and Colorado doesn't need this environmental damage."
Sarah Pegg
CA 95540-3015
"We need our forests to stay pristine. They clean our air; coal does not."
Mark Peil
MN 55119-5518
"most mining is a nessesary evil...this is not nessesary as even China is cutting down on coal use causing
layoffs at Austrailian mines. lets leave coal behind in the dust bins of history."
Luba Pekisheva WA 98266-7853
"Please honor the public's trust and close the loophole. It's your job to protect these roadless forests for future
generations, not to enrich Arch coal at a devastating cost to the public."
Patrick Pelley MI 48304-1052 "#N/A"
Carol Pelosi
MD 20770-2633
"Please stop the bulldozing of our forests!!"
Louise Peltier WV 24901-1408
"It's past time. This destruction should have stopped years ago and we should be much further along the path
to providing sustainable, clean power for everyone, everywhere. Please stand firm and protect the natural
resources under your jurisdiction."
Sandra L Pena AZ 85710-2601
"These areas belong not only to the people of today but also to our children and grandchildren and should not
be made available to a company that will come in and rape and destroy the entire environment and then walk
off, laughing, all the way to the bank and their multiple homes and cars and planes while the land and the
workers and the people left behind struggle and suffer."
Carlos Penafiel VA 22657-2251
"Humanity will have to choose between disappearing as a thinking species that attempts against the planet or
evolving towards a new era of integration with the rest of the universe."
Jim Pence Phd FL 32641
"This is a crazy idea! Everyone KNOWS we MUST stop adding to the CO2 in the EARTH'S atmosphere."
Jacqueline Pender UT 84098-1771
"Roadless areas are priceless, and to sacrifice them to a dying fossil fuel is horrible."
Bruce Pendleberry

CA 91362-3619
"There are much safer and cleaner sources of energy out there. We need to look ahead for the future and stop
destroying our future with these instant gratification choices."
Pam Pendleton OH 45245-1437
"Humans are destroying all that's good & pure about the Earth, and basically self-destructing. It's beyond time
to wake up!"
Kathy Penn
MD 20850-2760
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our
atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Wesley Penning CA 90068-2373
"Don't take away our source of life giving oxygen"
Greg Pennington CA 94109-6178
"Stop destroying the planet!"
C.S. Pennington TX 76028-1329
"Stay out of the forest!"
Ruth Pennoyer NJ 07052-1126
"Road-less forests have been left road-less for a reason. To keep them pristine for their inhabitants and for
hikers. There is absolutely no way to restore a forest to its original pristine state once it is mined.
There is absolutely no way to restore its beauty, its environmental contribution, or its service as a habitat.
Leave what ever we've been so far able to conserve as it is. There's no going back."
Lin Penrose
CA 93422-1006
"We have destroyed too much of our forests and land for temporary energy. The costs, both now and the
future, of those needless and destructive roads must end now."
Irwin Pensack FL 32779-6131
"I consider pristine forests part of our American heritage. It is wrong to bulldoze and destroy these"
Judith Penski NY 13625-3141
"The Forest Service should exist to protect our forests, not to facilitate their destruction for the corporate
interests of a few."
Jonna Peoples GA 30512-5185
"It is time to move away from fossil fuels especially coal. Only by denying big coal use of public lands will they
move on to clean technology."
Marilyn Peppin CA 91767-2023
"I am absolutely opposed to reopening the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. I'm appaulled The Forest
Service is even considering it at the cost of pollution, damage to the world's economy and environment. Please
do not act like an enemy."
Charles Peppler

WA 98040-2935
"We don't need MORE coal. We don't need FEWER trees and animals."
Mar Per
TX 78746-4643
"#N/A"
Deborah Percival CT 06001-2806
"Hmm. Pristine forests. Coal. Climate change. Pollution. Cancer. Allowing any coal company to bulldoze in
Colorado seems like one of the worst ideas I've heard. When are we going to change our ways? NOW would
be the best we can do. I hope you will think of the future."
Kari Percival MA 02148-2922
"Stewardship of our forests for future generations is our role. You at the forest service know that forests must
be sustainably managed if they are to do all the tasks needed by us: clean our air and water, provide habitat for
our wildlife, removing carbon from the air. But coal mining is not a use forests can be put to sustainably, and
coal mining is not good stewardship of our forests. Once bulldozed, a forest would take thousands of years to
recover. Please do the right thing and do not allow short term profits to destroy our long-term environment."
Emma Percy NY 14802
"coal mining is dying and we should let it die."
Melody Perdikis CA 96067-1241

"If you really care about the health of your body...and the health of other human beings, then reject the
loophole. The planet is at a very fragile place in it's balance. Do not do this senseless act. Thank you Melody
Perdikis"
Jeffrey Perdue WV 26508
"Stop destroying pristine forests for this outdated technology. Once it's gone it's gone forever. It's not needed
and only caters to a very few looking to get rich. Stop"
Carlos Pereira CA 95492-9607
"Profit can no longer be a priority"
Michelle Pereira FL 32258-9400
"Please stop coal mining on roadless forests!"
Jose Perez
FL 34982-4329
"Not only should we leave the coal in the ground, we need to leave trees standing so that we, and the earth,
may keep breathing."
Krystal Perez KS 66215-1735
"Please don't destroy one of the precious forests we have left."
Eliseo Perez-montalvo TX 79408-0693
"I want the environment to be clean for my grand children."
Doe Pericles

FL 34605-0494
"other countries are developing cleaner energy solutions we need to do the same and preserve these lands for
our children please stop Arch Coal"
Jana Perinchief CA 95821-3402
"We neither need nor can afford this environmental destruction and climate pollution."
James Perkins CA 90037-4029
"Investing these resources in renewable energy sources would be a clear message of a desire to make our
nation self sufficient energy wise and a leader and example to other nations..."
Anne Perkins CA 90402-1121
"The Forest Service should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution
to our atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest! Sincerely, Anne Perkins"
Mike Perkins CA 92102
"Which part of climate change, greenhouse gas, are you unable to understand?"
Cynthia Perkins MA 02066-2520
"Isn't it time now to protect our sacred forests, to protect our planet from further irreversible destruction? Please
do all you can to save our vital, threatened natural world from mindless exploitation."
Jean Perkins ME 04562-4585
"The Government is not here to pave this road for the coal company. The government is here to protect this
forest for all of us."
Carolyn Perkins TX 78641-9307
"Please, please, please stop being a pawn of Big Money."
Kevin Perlas OR 97219-1252
"Please end the practices of enabling companies to destroy public or federal lands for their own profit. These
spaces belong to all of us and the wildlife that depend on them. Thank you."
Janine Perlman AR 72002-8945
"I am appalled that this removal of protection of roadless areas is even being considered. PLEASE do not allow
bulldozing, road building, or coal mining on this sensitive and priceless land!"
Kayt Perlman AZ 86336-5670
"Protect our remaining roadless forests!!! How many more strips of nothingness can we create before we
realize the trees are MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVEN COAL?"
Martha Perlmutter NY 10956-2440
"This earth has been ravaged enough by greedy corporate raiders who are systematically destroying our soil,
air & water until this planet will no longer be able to sustain life. They are soulless cretins."
Mitch Perlstein CT 06412

"Please save our forests!!!!"
Diana Pernice

"Please don't allow Arch coal to destroy this forest!"
Christopher Perreira HI 96793-2393
"We don't need more dirty coal in our environment."
Pat Perrier
ME 04104-6873
"This has to stop some time--the sooner the better. We can take more time to search for alternatives. At least
that's what I hope."
Karen Perrin OR 97520-1414
"Please stop Arch coal form mining in Colorado's roadless forests. Please protect these forest as a heritage."
Andrew Perron PA 15208-2535
"We don't actually need to dig up more coal. Period."
Jonathon Perrone NY 13209-1841
"We need to stop burning fossil fuels for energy... There are so many renewable forms of energy we need to be
pursuing.. We need to leave all of the coal in the ground."
Melody Perrussel
"Do NOT allow Arch Coal to make profits by adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere; all at
the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Constance Perry HI 96816-1926
"We need our forests!! This needs to stop."
Geraldine Perry MA 02180-2620
"No more coal!!"
Pam Perry
MA 02719-4023
"Save the forests -- we should be looking ahead from coal, not back."
Matthew Perry MD 20721
"Enough is enough. Do not accommodate more mining, PLEASE!!!!"
Anne Perry
ME 04079-4320
"This is precisely opposite of the trend we should be following regarding climate warming."
Marcia Perry MI 49453-9726
"Coal mining should be outlawed altogether as part of the global climate change initiative. In this instance, the
stupidity is multiplied by the removal of healthy forests which counteract existing pollution damage."
Shahar Perry NY 10024-1327
"As a resident of rural Colorado I urge you to protect these irreplaceable forests that are the heart and

soul of Colorado. I am shocked that we are considering destruction of these natural resources to allow for the
exploitation of one of the worst pollutants on the planet. Make sure these lands stay wild.
Shahar"
Robin Perry
NY 10128-4309
"Don't allow this destruction to our forests. What happens after coal companies ruin them? What then?"
Lisa Perry
NY 10706-3110
"Stop destroying what's left of the beauty of the Earth. It's time to grow up and realize you're doing the WRONG
thing."
Pamela Perry WA 98342-9741
"We can never undo deforestation, and the benefit that those trees have on our ecosystems and environment.
Please save those wild places!"
Lynn-ann Persampieri CT 06415-1207
"Why would we add climate pollution by taking away our forests? This loophole needs to be knotted and closed
for the good of our climate."
Lee Pesce
NY 13244-0001
"SUCCINTLY PUT, GREED IS DESTROYING PLANET EARTH!!!"
Roland Pesch CA 95497
"The Colorado Roadless Rule is there for good reason. Stop this nonsense."
Frances Peshkin IL 60126-4813
"At a time when we should be cutting back on using coal for energy, it makes absolutely no sense to open still

another area... and especially not one which despoils old-growth forest."
Lydia Peter
OH 44120-2410
"Please do not permit bulldozing of beautiful roadless forests- this is insane- we cannot get them back!"
Patrick Peters CA 95608
"It's well past time to stop using fossil fuels, and coal is among the worst of them. How about we start NOW?"
Timothy Peters ME 04074
"I urge the U.S.Forest Service to say NO to Arch Coal! Coal is an antiquated and polluting enjoy source... Our
goal is to limit carbon release into the atmosphere, not encourage it."
Judith Peters MI 48103-6614
"Our pristine forest lands should not be destroyed for profit at the expense of the air we breathe, the water we
drink, and the wilderness that nourishes the American heart and mind. Thank you for reading my letter."
Melissa Peters VA 23238-5529
"Arch Coal needs to go the way of the dodo quickly. Taking down forests is counterproductive if we are

going to tackle climate change."
Esther Peters VA 22003-2038
"Bulldozing roads to get coal that is not needed as we are making progress in solar energy will be wasting
crucial habitat that can provide life-supporting ecosystem services. Please do not allow this loophole to be
reopened."
Elsa Petersen PA 18914-1822
"We are in enough trouble with the O2 ocean source being corrupted, now with less oxygen you want to
eliminate the forests?"
Linda Petersen WA 98464-0306
"We need to be protecting the forests that we have remaining, and kjplant more, to help make up for carbon in
our atmosphere, not depleting forests in order to put more carbon into our fragile biosphere."
Dorothy V. Petersen WI 53045-3646
"WAKE UP!! We need more trees to be planted, not to lose what we have. Unless you stop coal mining on
roadless forests, we will soon have no world that will sustain us."
Carol Peterson CA 95307-4546
"Allowing this to take place is desecration of the worst kind."
John Peterson CA 92592-3203
"It is senseless to use yesterdays fuel to power the world of tomorrow."
R.D. Peterson FL 34436
"This is a no-brainer: more pollutants, destruction of the land, and profits for those who care about neither....
Do the right thing - try to imagine "profit" as a negative..."
Lydie Mae Peterson IL 60631-2104
"Don't dig up anymore coal!!! For the sake of all life on Earth, don't mine any more coal!!! It's destroying our
atmosphere!!! Listen to the scientists!!! Don't do it!!! Respectfully submitted, Lydie Mae and Laurence
Peterson"
Karen Peterson IL 60625
"Nooooooooooooooooooooooooo!!! Save the world from dirty energy harvesters!!!!!"
Lisa Peterson IL 60610 5557
"PLEASE DON'T BULLDOZE ANY LAND THAT WILL OVER POLLUTE THE ATMOSPHERE AND CAUSING
DAMAGE TO OUR ECONOMY AND ENVIRONMENT. THE US ECONOMY IS WEAK AND WE WANT IT TO
GROW. AS FOR POLLUTION GOES AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE ALL THIS TO WILL DEFEAT WHAT IS
BEING DONE TO KEEP US FROM BEING DESTROYED. THANKS, LISA"
Barb Peterson MN 55116-1458
"I'm a fairly recent follower of this issue but I do have a question - is the Forest Service on the take? Besides
creating an ugly eyesore, clear cutting destroys habitat for many creatures and causes mudslides. And coal is
one dirty fuel. Climate change is real. The Paris Climate Conference can't have

been convened on a whim. Gee, can we continue to act like blockheads? Oh wait, we need timber for that. I
know, airheads. Oh yeah, we need clean air for that."
John Peterson NC 27302-8290
"The Forestry Service should be protecting forests, not destroying them. Arch Coal has a very bad reputation
and has a long list of infractions both in safety and pollution."

Mary Peterson OR 97365-9605
"We don't need more "dirty" fossil fuel."
Alan Peterson PA 17566-1344
"As a physician I can tell you how important emissions from coal are in causing health issues. As a steward of
our forests I can also tell you how destructive bulldozing all these trees are also."
Elizabeth Peterson WA 98072-9626
"Arch Coal should not be permitted to destroy lands based on a loophole. The Colorado Roadless Rule was
created for a reason!"
Kristina Peterson WA 98026-6543
"Please stop destroying the very necessary green spaces on this planet. There is no earthly reason for this
than almighty greed. We only have one planet and it will do fine after we foolish humans destroy ourselves.
Try not to bring on this next extinction for a bit longer, you think? I am amazed that nothing is safe from the
filthy rich. Nothing!!! Give us working folks a break."
Elisabeth Peteson MN 55391-9339
"Let's stop destroying forests that provide territory for wildlife while adding more pollution from fossil fuels."
Megan Petkewec IA 52245-5939
"God bless us, everyone - not just the ones who are seeking special loophole privileges."
Kyle Petlock CA 90042-1346
"No coal mining in our forests! There's too much deforestation as it is, and too much pollution. We don't need
more coal."
Brad Petrasek
"As a wilderness enthusiast and a parent I believe we need to keep what's left of our forests intact."
Allison Petroccia AK 99577-8673
"Protect pristine forests from the ravages of the destructive coal industry!"
Paul Petruccelli NY 11727-3002
"Please protect this pristine forest from exploitation by Arch Coal!"
Susan Petrusa MA 02138-6804
"Trees absorb carbon. How can you destroy trees in order to add more carbon?! Are you insane?!"
Mark Petty
IL 60194-2250

"Destroying a forest for decades in order to harvest fossil fuels beneath it is a horrific act that has little
justification. Other sources of energy can be made available far sooner than the forest can possibly recover. In
the meantime, both humans and animals lose. Please don't let this happen. Mark Petty"
Mark Pezzati NY 13731-2648
"I place a very high value on my National Forests which have roadless areas. I want them kept roadless."
Fred Pfefffer CA 94591-4317
"We should not be dependent on coal. Stop tearing down forests."
Yvonne Pfeiff IL 61350
"No. Grow hemp and leave the trees ALONE."
Jan Pfeiffer-rios MA 02132-2810
"Please keep the coal in the ground for the sake of us humans and the earth."
Anny Pfister CA 94062-4076
"think to the future of our kids !Thanks,"
Stan Phaneuf VT 05051-9783
"No roads = No coal. Save the forests."
Alice Phass
CT 06460-2641
"Please prevent the greedy self-interest of Arch Coal from destroying yet another area if our rapidly diminishing
wilderness. You have the power to prevent this, use it!"
William Phelan FL 32309-9662
"Coal mining in forests doubles the CO2 problem: it destroys the trees that take away CO2, then generates
more CO2 in burning the coal. Stop the madness."
Patricia Phelan NC 27514
"Coal is killing our planet. Please do not destroy more trees and more natural areas to accelerate Climate
Change."
Sally Phelps
NM 87529-1020

"A coal mine here? This is completely unacceptable. Leave all coal in the ground. Have you heard of climate
change?"
Kris Phelps
TX 77006-1893
"Please do not allow Arch coal to irreversibly damage this roadless area and cause more pollution and
monetary damage. Roadless areas should be kept roadless."
Anja Phenix
AK 99743-0133
"Please!"
V.A. Philbrick ME 04070-0432
"The forests on public lands belong to the tax-paying citizens of this country, not the coal mining

companies."
Rajander Philip CA 92168-0001
"Reducing the size of our scarce forests to increase CO2 emissions when we should be funding alternate
energy sources is irresponsible and wrong."
Heather Phillips
"We as a species cannot afford to lose any more trees. Stop the destruction of these forests immediately!!!"
Betty Phillips KS 66605-2938
"Renewable energy is our only hope for self-preservation."
Suzanne Phillips MA 02653
"It is insane, when the country should be doing all we can to counteract global warming cause largely by the
burning fuels, to allow Arch Coal to continue to conduct "business as usual"! Do not allow the bull- dozing of
roads in the forest!"
Clifford Phillips MA 01360-1033
"This loophole really represents a theft from the American people of precious dwindling habitat (the Forest
Service should be aware of the current extinction event underway); public recreation access; future climate
security, and natural resources -which are invaluable in their undeveloped state(unburned) but suicidally toxic
as an energy source. Clearly this loophole allows a criminal "taking" from the American people and a
homicidally greedy theft of public resources and rights."
Todd Phillips VA 20118-1414
"This is an outrageously unenlightened and avaricious proposal. How about standing up to this madness and
saying "No" to it !!!"
George Phillips VA 20187-8925
"Why COAL? MONEy! POLLUTION! Destroying the lungs that convert CO2 into O2! Destroy wildlife habitats!
Ancient tribal lands! Ruin the streams, pave it all over---now, THAT'S PROGRESS. Earthjustice has the right
idea--save the planet. Thanks, EJ"
June Picard
MI 48706-1221
"This is absolutely unacceptable!!!! Your greed is ugly!!!!"
Cyrus Picken MD 21114-2905
"As a former DOJ civil environmental enforcement attorney, coal mining operations are at the top of a short list
of despoilers of the environment."
Joe Pickering Jr.
ME 04401-4604
"Preserve our forests ! Preserve OUR LUNGS !!"
Larry Pickett AZ 85215-2519
"The destruction of the planet will be on you."
Molly Pickett-harner WV 26501-5954

"Stop destroying our earth!"
Laura Pieratt KY 41074-6315
"All current "ordinary" business practices must be reevaluated at far stricter standards now for how they impact
the environment. U.S. citizens (and indeed global citizens) now have a new goal and expectation of our
government for clean air and land standards. It may be a shock, inconvenience and even sacrifice on
businesses -and even perhaps on some jobs and economy aspects in the short-term, but it is nonetheless a
necessary new standard. Please do not open the loophole allowing Arch Coal mining in this sector. We must

now -and for years to come - carefully consider the long-term effect of every instance of damage and depletion
to our planet and resources. If not now, when? We are responsible to future generations before we are
responsible to any business goal now."
Pat Pierce
"The greed of Arch Coal will not only ruin our atmosphere & ecosystems but ruin the enjoyment of the people
who love nature at it's finest."
Kim Pierce
FL 33161-6204
"Please leave our forests alone."
Ronald Pierce MN 56482-1418
"Common sense should prevail here."
Linda Pierce NJ 07940-2135
"Please keep the Colorado Roadless Rule fully intact. It is important both for environmental forest protection
and for protection from pollution. Thank you for your attention to this matter."
Katherine Pierce NM 87108-1243
"It would be an irony tantamount to criminal negligence for Arch Coal to succeed as the leaders of the world
labor for a greener world in Paris."
Francoise Pierredon OH 45223-2009
"Please protect our forests for our children and grandchildren"
Dana Pierson AZ 85050-8538
"Pristine forests must remain in their pristine state and never be mined. They are too precious and important to
our Eco-system."
Cassandra Pierson CA 91436-1717
"I am originally from Colorado and care deeply for the beauty and nature of the state. Please do not let the
greed of a few impact the enjoyment of the many."
Charles Pieterick
"Time to stop subsidizing corporate destruction of our environment. Human welfare, not corporate welfare!
Keep it in the ground!!"
Reto Pieth
VT 05146-9626
"At a time when the world is wrestling how to tackle global warming, letting Arch Coal destroy nature to pollute
more makes no sense at all."
J Pietron

IL 60053-2451
"Stop reducing natural resources for a dirty and outdated power source."
Diana Pike
AZ 86301-1753
"Stop before it is too late to say STOP.."
Thomas Pike KY 40207-1189
"My four children, ten grand kids, and two great grand kids deserve to inherit a less polluted earth. For their
sake, block this loophole."
Harold Pike
NH 03431-8312
"Although I live in NH, I've volunteered at a national monument in AZ. I've seen a road slashed through a
forest,so a company could mine the top off a volcano for it's ash. Sicking!"
Jean Pike VA 23663
"Please preserve our beautiful forests for ourselves & for the coming generations & for the environment
& the beauty and the animals that live there"
Barbara Pikus OR 97206-5442
"Coal??? Destroying pristine roadless forest to mine for COAL? What is this, India? This should NOT happen!"
Rene Pilarte TX 77494-4935
"Do not authorize bulldozing roadless forests"
Russ Pilato
NY 14432-9740
"Coal is a dying fossil fuel. More and more facilities are moving away from using it. There is no reason to allow
further mining of it, especially if it means destroying multiple acres of trees to access it This does double
damage because trees help to remove pollutants from the air."

Thomas Pilon NY 13121
"The last thing we need is more coal being mined and burned, the fact that it would come at the expense of
pristine forest is just adding insult to injury! How about thinking about the Earth for once."
Anthony Pimentel MI 48198
"Save the forests! We have plenty of roads but forests will never come back if we bulldoze them. Kepp nature
alive!"
John Pincince ME 04849-0172
"Really? Why must we have to ask you to do the sensible thing. Please, you know what is right."
Dorothy Pineman NY 11530-1239
"Our forests are special and there should be no coal mining in our roadless forests. They should be preserved."
Alva Pingel
MN 55068-3583
"Please don't allow this proposal to go forward. It would change forever what is so special about

Colorado."
Alex Pinigis
"Addressing climate change is now or never. Please leave the coal in the ground!"
Norbert Pink VA 20171-2122
"Lets stop these coal companies from destroying out environment and work on developing renewable energy
resources"
Katheryn Pinkerton AZ 85306-3150
"Why would we ever want to do this?"
Kim Pinkley
PA 17402-3209
"We don't need coal ."
Dolores C. Pino, Esq.
IL 60053-1142
"Leave the coal in the ground -- no coal mining, or any mining, in roadless areas!!!"
Jim Piper
"we all use the by-products of coal: to heat our homes; provide us with electricity; etc. but do we need to
destroy pristine national forests? those pristine public lands are also used by everyone:let's keep it that way!"
Lynn Piper
MA 01824-1167
"Priceless environment and natural beauty -save it!!"
Betty Pipes
"Stop killing our world."
Charlotte Pirch CA 92708-5818
"We must stop using coal to produce energy. Giving this company access over wilderness areas destroys the
wilderness for future generations."
James Pirone NY 11372-1942
"Stop destroying our forests."
Curtis Pirtle
KY 42376-9103
"get your coal elsewhere"
Marilyn Pisa CA 91355-3349
"Stay out of the Colorado forests!"
Jayne Pitchford CA 90403-5468
"This is disgraceful and unprecedented ignorance in this day and time."
Elizabeth Pitfield NY 14221-5265
"stop the coal mining!!!"
Audrey Pitigliano WA 98373-4224
"Stop the killing! Find green ways to pad your pocket book! Now!"

Maryann Pitman NC 27938-9430
"No more coal!"
Stephen Pitt CA 92557-8641
"In the 21st century, there are still those who simply can't think or be logical. They are the primary burden of

higher life forms on planet Earth and are very likely Republicans."
Michael Pitt OH 44241-4736
"It's bad enough that Colorado was allowed to go their own way on Roadless Forests. Please don't exacerbate
the situation by opening up the process by allowing this exception for Arch Coal. Others will then be
encouraged to ask for similar variances which will trash the Roadless concept altogether.
Roadless Forests are an incredible and impossible to duplicate asset for the environment, wildlife and
recreation. We must save all we have left, especially in Colorado where the protections are not as iron- clad."
Frank Pitts
AZ 85737-8529
"Protect our disappearing wild lands. Life needs mother nature to survive, she doesn't need us. I am an
international airline pilot, I see the world from a different set of eyes. England, India and other countries are
deforested from thousands of years of human evolution. Lets learn from our past and protect our future."
James Pitts
FL 32608-9813
"Arch Coal should not be allowed to profit from the immense harm to forests and the atmosphere that this
proposal would create."
Lynn Pizzitola HI 96746-1310
"Please make the decision for the greater good of mankind and earth!"
J Pizzo
CA 94925-1358
"Why would you do such a thing? Have you no children or grandchildren? Do you live in a cocoon away from
any extreme weather events that the rest of us have to survive?"
Theresa Pizzuto SC 29630-8983
"As a biologist, I am against this proposal. It is not rational or beneficial to our country to destroy this roadless
forest and habitat for wildlife, provide huge profits to a coal company and increase the amount of pollution in
our atmosphere."
Deane Plaister CA 93101-2540
"We now know that coal burning, and coal mining, are us leading to an unliveable future. To make matters
worse, this coal mining proposal destroys forest land in the process. Please deny this Arch Coal project."
Mary Ann Plant AL 35226-6330
"Colorado's wild forests are a national treasure--that's where I go to hike for my vacations. Others deserve this
wildness, too."
Joan Plastino

CA 94954-5891
"There are other options. This would contribute to global warming. Not justified, in my mind."
Nancy Platt
"The Forest Service must protect our forests in stock coal mining that hurts our environment"
Robert Platt OR 97213
"Thank you for reading my letter. Really more coal seriously coal mines are shutting down in Kentucky but
these criminals want to ruin forests for more coal we don't need, and China should be tapering off as a power
source.The forest Service is our agency charged with protecting and managing OUR forests not cooporation
forests."
Kathy Plavko PA 16803-3483
"These are beautiful lands and forests are valuable in terms of carbon sequestration. Please don't allow Arch
Coal to mine these."
Linda Plenert WA 98382-8534
"Forest should be wild, not paved!"
James Ploger WA 98144-2932
"preserve our forests and help reduce climate change"
Ralph Plumlee TN 38053-3700
"Quite ruining our forest!!"
Ester Pobre CA 90230
"Shame on Arch Coal for the destruction of our precious mountains and forests. Please prevent this loophole
from going through. Please!"
Fawn Pochel IL 60625-5691
"Coal Mining is aiding in the destruction of our planet. Adding another 130 million tons of climate pollution to
our atmosphere goes beyond 13 billion dollars in damage to the world's economy and environment; the cost is

much higher it will damage futures generations causing countless health risks and irreparable environmental
damage . We can no longer take for granted the Earth that sustains us. We must look toward clean energy
such as wind and solar. We must say no to coal."
Ruth Podolin NJ 08055-2260
"We owe i"
Don Podrasky
"We need the trees, for us to live"
Laura Podrasky MI 48357-3906
"We NEED renewables. Invest in wind power, geothermal, solar"
Natalia Podunavac IL 60030-3817
"With climate talks in Europe we should know better than to go back to allowing big corporations to push
through with more dirty energy at the cost of our ecosystems, environment, and climate. Please say no to this
proposal, we should be focusing on clean energy not destroying ecosystems in the name of

profit."
Chris Poehlmann CA 95412-9775
"Coal is a losing proposition in the world of sustainable living on the earth. Stop mining on the land and in the
forests we need the most."
Peter Poggi
NY 14580-8923
"I cannot imagine your agency would ever consider this action. This country does not need more destruction of
our natural environment. What it does need is an energy policy that moves us to a 100% renewable future as
soon as possible. And we shoukd not be ruining our environment to export coal. As a stopgap measure, coal
fired plants should be converted to natural gas. Do the right thing and tell Arch Coal NO!"
Barbara Pohl IL 60618-6309
"Our forests are a national treasure. The dirty, polluting coal must remain in the ground for the sake of those of
us who love nature and for the health of all of us who deserve clean air and a healthy environment."
Donna Pointer FL 32725-7031
"Stop this outlandish action. Soon our wildlife will have no where to live."
Renee Poirier-pound CA 94518-3801
"How is it OK to destroy LIVING, natural, biodiverse forests to pull out the rotted remains of OLD ancient
forests? ENOUGH of the destruction of the REAL world to fuel the artificial one we have created that is
trashing the planet and hurting PEOPLE and wildlife!"
Carolyn Poissant MT 59718-6235
"Working around roadless designations to allow further resource extraction is a violation of the Forest
Management Plan. Do not allow Arch Coal to impact this area."
Dorothy Poitra OR 97401
"Please no more coal mining anywhere"
Tim Pokela
MI 49855-8927
"We need to protect our home. The senseless destruction for profit and greed needs to stop today. Once you
destroy it, it is gone forever. No amount of wealth or power is ever worth it."
Marc Pokempner LA 70117-2659
"Big Coal is trying hard to cash in before it's obsolete. It's OWR planet, not theirs for the plunder!"
Carole Polacek IL 60525-4483
"Coal is no longer needed to fuel our lives. Non-polluting resources can guarantee us healthier lives while
preserving our beautiful earth. Please put health first."
Yuderka Polanco NJ 07644-2820
"Please people of God STOP Arch Coal from bulldozing thousands of acres of pristine roadless forest in
Colorado. Let's protect our planet for the future of our children and our wild animals."

Kathie Polaski AZ 85716-3417
"Leave it in the ground!!! We do NOT need more coal to burn and pollute, and we don't need corporate entities
fouling our land!!!"
Huseyin Polat NV 89141-3908
"Stop destroying our oxygen source.."
Alice Polesky CA 94107-2644

"The forests belong to us, the American people and the creatures that live in them, not corporations like Arch
Coal."
Cecile Poletti OR 97520
"Sick and tired of only-for-profit corporations wanting to destroy the last remaining wildernesses and sacred
lands! This Must stop!"
Gene Polis
AZ 85204-5355
"Haven't YOU PEOPLE DESTROYED ENOUGH of this planet already!?!?!"
Donna Poliseo NY 10970-2841
"How the Forest Service can promote a loop hole for coal mining in the forests of Colorado is a complete
contradiction to the primary objective of that Service. Between the mining itself and all the off road machines to
the thousands of tons of coal ash left behind to pollute the waters and soils of the region this is a BAD idea.
Why promote an industry that was dying and a known polluter 100 years ago?"
Linda Polishuk
"With every tree critical for carbon absorption, Arch Coal wants to eliminate thousands of acres of forests, in
addition to eliminating or degrading prime habitat?? What am I missing? Oh, that's right - their lust for profits at
the expense of the rest of us. Shame on them!"
Michael Pollack CA 95014-2834
"Even if global warming weren't a cataclysm in the making, I'd still be strongly against this environmentally
destructive project. Please do not allow it to move forward."
Annegret F. Pollard VT 05836-9819
"Banditry in forests must stop, not only in South America, but even more in the US. The climate change
requires these forest remain intact and protected from mining greed."
Alexander Pollatsek
"I would hope that the forest service would help to preserve forests and stop global warming at this time rather
than just paying lip service to these goals."
Joann Polley WA 98370-8739
"Stop the profiteers from destroying what's left of our natural forests and in the process attempt to slow down
global warming which could be the end of us all... including them."
Jim Pollino
FL 32804-7354
"tesla had the solution.jp morgan ended that.whats your problem."
Wendy Pollitz

"Do the right thing and end this destruction"
Joseph Pollock NY 14231-0422
"The last thing we need is more polluting coal. The first thing we need is a healthy environment to live in. This
destroys our world for no long term gain. It's stupid!"
Nancy Polsdofer TX 75218-4514
"Please stop the plans to build this road in Colo. It will pollute land, air and water. What's bad for the
environment is NEVER good for us."
Theodore Polychronis CA 91202-1215
"We do not nee more coal. We need more forests. Don't let this happen."
Paul Pomerantz NY 10010
"Coal should not be subsidized by the American People!"
Rhonda S Pomerantz NY 10956-4914
"The Forest Service should not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution
to our atmosphere, all at the expense of wild, roadless forest! Do not re-open the loophole in the Colorado
Roadless Rule!"
John Pomeroy, Jr.
CA 94610-2730
"That we are even having this conversation is absolutely ridiculous. The time, energy, money and resources
used in destroying forests to mine for dirty energy could easily be invested in clean energy, whose costs (both
financial and environmental) are astronomically less. The US FOREST Service's obligation is to the FOREST,
not the profiteering, environment-destroying, coal industry. NOTHING about the mining of coal (roadless forests
or not) is acceptable in this day and age when there are countless better options. Loopholes like this one need
to not only be rejected, but closed. DIVEST FROM FOSSIL FUEL EXTRACTION AND BURNING NOW!"
Beverly Poncia CA 95457-0971

"Stop looking for loopholes in the law and start being concerned about the environment!"
Olivia Pond
IA 52338-0043
"We need green, clean energy now. Coal is unbelievably dirty and not worth losing habitat over."
Ramona Ponessa OR 97411-2047
"As someone who lives in an area where the devastation of forests because of roads bulldozed through for
mining, gas projects and logging is horrific I can say there is no conceivable reason to allow this."
Diane Pontius IN 46545-3663
"Public land should not be contaminated like the Amazon Forest in Brazil."
Patricia Poole CA 91206-2136
"Do not destroy this pristine roadless forest in Colorado to mine for coal. I lived in a coal mining town and it
really was quite an experience. Do not desturb and destroy nature by dirtying the air and land with this
intention!!!"

Steve Poole
WY 83014-0237
"Using a loophole to pollute? Join the current science regarding Coal and the environment, deny any future
expansion of coal mining."
Carole Pooler IL 60625-2724
"Coal mining in National Forests? I don't think so."
Joanne Pope AL 36207-6230
"Please preserve our wild lands for future generations and assist in controlling climate change by not
bulldozing pristine forest land in Colorado to mine coal. Ultimately, monetary profit at the expense of the
environment is not worth it. Thank you!"
Sarah Pope
NY 10011-3901
"We need to get rid of coal---not bulldoze forests to get at it!"
D.B. Pope
SC 29944-6743
"More deforestation for profit? More belching huge amounts of carbon pollution AND less green trees and
plants to absorb it?!How much is profit going to benefit ANYone, when we've extincted every species on the
planet, including ourselves? People and the environment over profit, NOW!"
John Popielaski CT 06480-4008
"What sane person not beholden to big coal would allow this?"
Gwynn Popovac CA 95370-8108
"If you allow Arch Coal to have its way, as humans on Earth, we'll be so much closer to extinction. And as we
leave we can look back at the devastation we have caused. This is not what I want. Leave the forests as nature
intended and let us endeavor to use only clean energy."
Dorothy Poppe KY 40241-3100
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our
atmosphere, all at the expense of a beautiful, wild, roadless forest!"
Marjorie Popper
"Creating roads in roadless areas has a huge impact on wildlife habitat, drainage patterns, and overall forest
health. Please maintain the integrity of the current Colorado Roadless Rule and reject the coal mining
loophole."
Jim Popper
WA 98251-9352
"Do your Job please. Mining/Minerals is NOT under your jurisdiction. But you do have the authority to stop the
impact on "plantlife"."
Karin Porrini WA 98226-8745
"Coal and fossil fuels are humanity death sentence...is that really what you want?"
Alice Porte
OH 45220-1904
"Please consider change in work conditions that maintain clean air in our environment. A mindful approach
toward our daily habits can be a positive change for all living beings. Let's continue exploring

together for healthy options."

Patricia Porter CA 94025-7115
"Please save our beautiful forests and don't allow coal mining there!!"
Dennis Porter FL 32935-6967
"Arch coal is bad for the climate, bad for the forests, bad for people's health. This mining does not help the
economy. The other sources for energy outweigh the need to ruin forest land for a few dollars to enrich a
private company."
Sharon Porter NM 87507-7793
"Thank you"
Shirley Porter PA 19460-3754
"I want to leave my grandchildren a still beautiful earth with lots of trees and flora. How about you? Hopefully
you do care."
Brian Porter WI 53711-4324
"Let's invest in renewable energy - coal is an energy source of our (dirty) past."
Zane Porterfield NY 14760
"Please keep the redwoods pure"
Nancy Porter-steele CA 92020-7246
"This is vitally important."
Jim Posakony
"This exactly the opposite of the direction we should be taking -- we must move away from coal and other
climate-destroying energy sources, and we must preserve our forests!"
Robert Posch FL 33305-1928
"Protect our nature legacy for future generations! Do NOT allow roads to be bulldozed into our forest!"
Jackie Posey AL 35672-3343
"Please do the right thing for our children."
Don Posh
WI 54801-7830
"Coal is on the way out . It's time for a change. Enough of profits first regardless of the implications."
Lara Post
MI 48108-9316
"Please don't destroy anymore wilderness! The Earth is already struggling to survive. All of us will be in trouble
soon if we keep destroying all of the wild areas."
BO Post NC 28801
"Please stop this mining and save our precious forests and their resources. This is not necessary and must
stop."
Cynthia Post WA 98261-0085

"At a time when world leaders are coming together in Paris to reduce pollution, it is unthinkable that we would
destroy the very forests that create clean air in order to allow coal companies to continue mining fossil fuels!"
Kathryn Posten MT 59930-9792
"Extremely polluting coal and its heavy contribution to making climate change should be on the way out! Please
don't allow Arch Coal to mine on our public lands. Reopening the loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule that
would allow Arch Coal to tear up and mine our national forests, especially our roadless areas, sets a
dangerous precedent. Please do not approve this destructive proposal."
JO Postyn
CA 94025-6948
"What Arch Coal wants to do is a total lack of respect for the planet by destroying miles of pristine roadless
forests, and compounding climate pollution,"
Ms Sammy Poteate AL 35215-1185
"Stop Arch Coal !!!!"
Andrea Potocny DE 19711-3559
"We should be moving away from coal, not digging up more"
Tim Potter
"We need to shift our dependence on coal to cleaner methods."
Christopher Potter MA 02130-3442
"Please keep the rule as it is. Arch Coal should not benefit from a loophole and be able to destroy the public
good for short term profit."
Lorraine Potter VA 24550-2447
"This loophole must be blocked--this in in the public interest...greed must take the back seat on this critical

issue."
Susan Pottle GA 30342-3919
"Totally irresponsible idea!"
Kellie Potts PA 15068
"If we keep destroying a finite number of trees and land, we are destroying life for future generations. It could
be your offspring. There will come a time when you will choke on your own swallowed money bag. Leave the
forest alone and make way for renewable resources."
Paul Potyen
"The last thing we need is more coal pollution and less pristine wilderness. I urge you to prevent this disaster."
Marijane Poulton CA 95570-0649
"Roadless means roadless. Only exceptions should be to save lives. Coal mining needs to become obsolete."
Jim Pounds
MN 55421-5040
"For God's sake, the coal business is finished and is projected to shrink by 50% within the next three

years. DO NOT allow them to harm any forested area in CO under ANY circumstances."
Miranda Powell CA 95687 "#N/A"
Janice Powell CA 93117-2914
"Don't you people get it? Are you going to continue being part of the problem? WE NEED TREES. WE
REALLY NEED TREES. WE NEED TO STOP BEHAVING AS IF WE CAN JUST TAKE, TAKE, TAKE!"
Diane Powell CA 95825-6616
"No more coal mining anywhere!"
Kathleen Powell CA 94590-3943
"there are other energy choices"
Jaxs Powell
FL 32961-2068
"Destroying Earth destroy's us and wildlife. This way of doing business needs to STOP!!!"
Roland Powell MD 21078-1310
"Thats so not good, please stand by for that, that can not speak."
Sherrie Powell OR 97366-9779
"Coal is the dirtiest energy source in the world contributing largely to global warming. Our forests and trees
purify our air. How can anyone possibly believe that destroying our forests to mine coal is good for our earth, or
health or the world? Please don't allow this company to destroy more forests for profit!"
Loretta Powell PA 15533-7631
"Our health and the future on this planet from water pollution will cause much illness and suffering to millions
so one greedy company with no conscience can get rich. Please think beyond ego and greed to help your
fellow travelers."
Deborah Powell UT 84104-1137
"It's not too late to stop the madness please be responsible and do the right thing"
Shirley Powell WI 53038-9730
"Please do not allow Arch Coal to ruin acres of roadless forests. We need all the trees that we can get to help
process the carbon in the atmosphere. Coal is a very dirty fuel and causes lots of pollution. Don't approve this."
Charles Powell WV 26301-4428
"please don't allow any more of our forests and parks be destroyed by coal mines and gas drillers and
pipelines"
Philip Power WA 98402-4612
"The world doesn't need any more pollution, REJECT any coal expansion!"
J Pr
NJ 08540-3459

"No coal access! Let's save forests and build solar & wind facilities on desert/open lands!"
Felix Prael
CA 92121-1905
"You must be aware, even as I write now, of what's happening (or not) in Paris. Our future is at stake . . .
, and you're considering facilitating another coal mine? Reconsider, please."
James Prah NC 27516
"we've got enough coal elsewhere"

Lexi Prater
AZ 85083-2209
"your coal is killing people we need those trees to keep breathing !"
Wilford Prater UT 84118-7773
"Coal is bad enough, there's certainly no reason to tear up sensitive ecosystems in the process..."
Lynne Pratt CA 92109
"Let common sense and your conscience be your guide...all for the greater good."
Sarah Pratt
OR 97401-4049
"Keep the National forest safe for the future Americans. Preserve Now for the Future."
Marlene Pratto NC 27403-1525
"It is illogical to tear up trees which are a heat sink for carbon in order to get more carbon in the form of coal to
burn and release into the atmosphere. This is just not wise.. not one bit. Please do not allow Arch Coal or any
other coal company to pave forests to haul coal. Thanks."
Wayne Pravitz TX 78633-5036
"We don't need this coal but we do need this forest."
Greg Pregent NH 03766-2324
"Lets get rid of dirty coal."
Barry Prentiss CA 95066-4052
"Keep the Coal in the ground!"
Carol Prescott NH 03861-6343
"Please consider the benefits of transitioning to cleaner energy options vs. the destruction of our natural
resources in the process of continuing on the path of coal mining. Thank you!"
Barbara Presley TN 38138-6118
"Dear Forest Service, I thought you were our friend! My family and many of our friends have enjoyed your
protected areas for many years, and appreciated knowing that those lands are shielded from destruction. Now
you want to begin the devastation! What are you thinking??? Please reconsider your plans, and remember all
the living creatures who benefit from these natural areas. Thankyou!"
Cheryl Pressgrove TX 77833-2753
"Please stop and consider our environment and our ever changing climate. We should be working

towards developing and using renewable energy. I know coal mining provides of number of jobs but switching
to the development and use of other forms of energy would also provide jobs."
Glinda Pressler OK 73007-7107
"Please close this loop hole to save our forests and help keep our air from further pollution."
Lesta Preston
"Our lives and our future are at stake. Arch Coal is not here to help us gain energy, they are here to make
money, and through those efforts, kill off essential forest, costing all of us. I say no to creating roads for mining
in Colorado! We need to find better environmental ways to gain energy!"
Lynne Preston CA 94107-2688
"No more coal!"
Ciara Preston CA 94061-1699
"Our forests & grasslands should not be scarred & ripped apart for Dirty Coal. Coal is a massive carbon polluter
driving climate change. It should be left in the ground."
Dee Preston FL 33462-1536
"Stop destroying everything. I am appauled by your actions and your lack of fwd thinking. And that doesn't
mean just profits for criminal corporations. Grow a pair or step down before you destroy the entire planet.
Morons!!"
Mike Preston IL 61114-8072
"Coal in your stocking is not a problem, don't be a blackheart."
Jean Preston NY 10511-1645
"Respect the trees and the animals! Please, people."
Paul Priaulx
CA 94804-4731
"Protect our earth, stop focusing on profits."
Kevin Price
"Keep the carbon in the ground."
Jim Price

"There is simply no need to destroy thousands of acres of roadless forests in Colorado to mine for dirty ,
needless coal. Particularly in todays climate situation. We cannot bring back a pristine forest and environment.
Thanks, Jim Price"
S. Gregory Price MD 20912-4551
"This is a highly destructive proposal and not a valid "use" of roadless areas. It is for the benefit of a coal
company and will be a means for other such companies to do the same thing in the future elsewhere."
Charlotte A Price ME 04011-3284
"I strongly support no exceptions to the Roadless Rule that will continue to keep coal mining from happening in
Roadless sectors of our Forests under the protection of the U.S. Forest Service."
Elisabeth Price NM 87110-3311
"Leave the coal in the ground, do not harm nature and the environment by letting more coal to be

burned!"
George Price NM 87506-7936
"The one thing we do not need is more coal with concomitant destruction to our environment."
Candice Price NY 10463-2713
"Stop destroying the earth and invest in clean energy research!"
Sonja Price
OR 97007-8764
"let's keep these forests roadless please"
Beth Price
VA 20155-5858
"NO BULLDOZING FOR UNNECESSARY ROADS!"
Cheri Price
WI 53172-3507
"There has to be a better way than what is going on in Colorado. How many more mining disasters do we
need?"
Nikkie Pridgen NC 27105-1380
"Please stop mining the forests...We cannot possibly repair the damage you are causing, nor replace the
wildlife and their habitats. Find a less damaging AND more helpful solution!!!"
Dale Prillaman FL 33021-5021
"How much longer can this Nonreversible Destruction Of Our Natural Lands can be Tolerated, GIVEN AWAY
FOREVER to mine the Worst Single Remaining non Gas/Oil World Climate Polluter?!?!? The Answer: NO
MORE."
Tom Prince
FL 32218-5222
"Leave the trees alone!"
Barbara Prince NJ 08108-3215 "ENOUGH!"
Darcy Prince OH 44118-3404
"Please preserve our forests."
Jane Prince-smith NM 87059
"This is madness. There are energy alternatives. There is no alternative to forests. When they're gone, they're
gone. It is the Forest Service's job to protect our national treasures."
Christopher Pringer WA 98119-2968
"This issue is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT to me. The coal processing, from extraction to burning, has to stop
NOW, should've been years ago. Thank you for your consideration."
Steven Pringle OR 97402-4739
"Coal burning is one of the major contributors to global warming. Stop already!"
Roger Pritchard

CA 94703-1043
"Carbon should be returned to the earth, not removed and put in the atmosphere."
Bret Pritchett IL 60177-9702
"Poisoned underground aquifers, run-off pollution killing rivers, erosion where only the trees and shrubs hold
the topsoil onto the rocks; how many ways can coal mining damage Colorado? Oh yeah, don't forget the rest of
the world as we realize we have already created enough damage from fossil fuels to melt all the ice off of
Greenland and flood the Bahamas. Are you out of your mind? How can you even consider doing this with the

land I am entrusted with for enjoyment by my great grandchildren?"
Brittany Pritt WV 25703-1412
"We need to take steps to end 100% of all coal mining. We can start with some of the most destructive here."
Thomas Probst MN 55107-2155
"Coal is dirty energy. Coal extraction in roadles areas is irresponsible and short-sighted. Please don't let this
happen."
Katrina Probst PA 19335-3630
"Stop destroying our earth and ourselves for short term gain!"
Patricia Procter IL 61821-5830
"No loophole for Arch Coal. Coal mining destroys woodlands and saturates the surrounding soils with poisons.
It destroys drinking water with chemicals. And the burning of it chokes kids' lungs -- not to mention the gasping
adults whose lives are shortened. Find other solutions. Sincerely, Patricia T. Procter"
ED Proctor WA 98370
"You folks need to wake up."
Steven Proe CA 95635-0094
"Killing the Forests the People and Critters of the World by subsidizing Companies like Arch Coal , Please do
not Allow."
Donna Profeta NY 12019
"What we need is less dirty fuel, not more...and certainly not at the cost of our forests. You're supposed to be
protecting our forests, not selling them to the highest bidder."
Cathy Proner SC 29670-9188
"Let's not trash our pristine forests for an old and dirty technology"
Mike Proto
MA 01588-1081
"Please protect these forests from an outdated energy source."
Dolores Proubasta AR 72701-2536
"Is there is no end Big Business' getting their greedy way and to hell with Nature and the Voters? With
Government and "loopholes" on their side the answer is, no."

Kathleen Provazek WA 98155
"We must protect this pristine and natural area from corporate greed. You do not need to destroy something so
priceless, our children's legacy, for short term profit. Do the right thing and put your corporate resources toward
renewable and sustainable energies that save the earth for future generations. You will ultimately be richer for
it. Thank you."
Ramona Provost WA 98584-9361
"Our forests give us life. Rape the Earth and nothing will be left to sustain life. Fossil fuel need to stay in the
ground. Our future is with this new technology which will render fossil fuel TOO COSTLY."
Chris Prussing AK 99801-7739
"It's time to stop cutting the coal industry so much slack - no more de facto subsidies."
John Prybylski NY 14227-3018
"FOREST SERVICE IS SUPPOSED TO PROTECT WHAT WE HAVE LEFT , NOT LET FOR-PROFIT
SCUMBAGS DESTROY MORE WILDERNESS...!!!! I'M A CITIZEN, THIS IS MY LAND...!!! STOP THIS
INSANITY NOW...SAVE MY-OUR WILDERNESS.....!!!!!! NO MORE COAL BURNING .......!!!!!"
Caterina Pryde IL 60517-5401
"I really don't have the words to tell you how much this repulsed me. We have only 4% of the forestland we did
100 years ago. It's one of our best climate controls. Allowing any forest to be taxed for any reason is wrong at
this point! But for coal, it is reprehensible."
Dennis Ptak
IL 62650-1870
"Let us protect the forests which protect us and our children."
Gregory Ptucha CA 95822-1944
"Keep coal in the ground and help prevent global warning--a win-win for the roadless forest and for our
environment!"
Marlene Puaoi CA 94949-6627
"Coal mining is one of the worst forms of pollution and should be avoided at all costs."
Robert Puca NY 11217-2180
"No roadless bulldozing our forests"
Joshua Pucci VA 23223-5154

"Please make good decisions."
Alan Puckhaber IL 60451-3820
"Please protect the beauty and environmental value of these lands and mountains, by blocking/stopping the
passage of this loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. As a citizen that has enjoyed the mountains and
outdoors, this is my land as well, and I must make claim to having a say-so in the best interest of managing
these resources. Thank you."
Nancy Pugh
IL 60030-2189

"For Arch Coal to rake in money by destroying roadless forests, polluting the climate, and taking away the
habitat of many animals is unacceptable!"
D Pulliam FL 34997
"STOP NEW COAL MINING! NO MORE KILLING FORESTS!! We need to reduce our CARBON footprint as
well as PROTECT our forests and wildlife. Keep loopholes closed!"
Temia Pulsipher MO 63122-2216
"Stop ruining our forests!"
Lydia Pulsipher TN 37914-5062
"Lets replace coal with carbon-free energy. Coal is old-fashioned and destructive."
Jay Purcell
"Why am I against give-away mining? We do not need to "settle" the wild west. We don't want to give away
the public trust. We don't need to wreck the environment, particularly WATER. Rivers and subsurface aquifers
are precious. More precious than a quick buck. Virginia, Kentucky etc. think it is the days of the horse and
buggy. They "salted the earth". Duke Energy is a criminal company example. The time released water
poisoning tailing ponds I have seen end up a toxic legacy, which the mining industry abandons (bust), declares
bankruptcy and laughs all the way to the bank. Boom Bust mining leaves the taxpayer "giving" away the family
jewels for a long, ugly, costly that ruins water. We have extreme water pollution and costs-of those problems
as is The mining act 1877 and amended especially BLM and NFS , etc. are need of overhaul and/OR
administrative POLICY that protects the ENVIRONMENT. If this is exporting our resources that even makes it
worse."
Karen Purcell NC 27587-8687
"Keep public lands for the citizens, not the corporations."
Matilda Purnell VA 22940-2131
"Coal is just about the worst fossil fuel there is so don't make it easier for people to make money by producing
it."
Paula Purviance CA 95746-7332
"Please stop destroying the earth, lets get sustainable for our future children"
Jennifer Purvis MD 20815-3034
"Please do not change the Colorado Roadless Rule in any way that would permit coal mining in Colorado's
pristine and precious forests!"
Lib Putnam
CT 06241-1532
"These lands are too precious for humanity to be despoiled by coal, oil or gas exploration. NO! NO! NO!! Close
the loopholes- be more vigilant and keep these lands for all of us to enjoy and renew our spirits."
Lynn Putnam MN 55111-0612
"It's degusting that corporations think that it's OK to rape & pillage our wild lands for more polluting fossil fuels
that will only accelerate the advancement of Climate Change. Do we have to allow the destruction of every
piece of wild land; we must consider the needs of other forms of life and places for human recreation - hiking,
camping, fishing, other outdoor activities. I know that most people don't give

a rat's a . . about the land or how it's cared for until it's too late. This is Mother Earth. It's our responsibility to
care for her. Let's do our job and keep fossil fuels in the ground and also ban FRACKING while we're at it. It
causes earthquakes!"
Ferdinand Puttinger 04871
"It`s Time for CHANGE if Humans want to Survive, because NATURE is reflecting already Human`s
Thoughtless Behavior in an unfavorable Reaction to Compensate our Fateful Influence, what will limit the
Scope Considerable for our Greedy Lifestyle and therefore also for Economic`s generous Revenues in near
Future!"

Wendell Pye L2R 3B2 "WTF?"
Cathy Pyle
MO 65548-7112
"I was born and raised in Colorado and the Forests are what draws so many people to visit each year. I urge
you to reject the coal mining loophole to the Colorado Roadless Rule."
Vivian Q. Klein MA 02138
"We have already caused enough irreversible damage to our forests and hills. PLEASE stop this destruction."
Kay Quackenbush FL 34698-6539
"2 problems with this. No more coal!!!! No new fossil fuel sources!!! Leave the pristine forest alone!!! Humans
are not the only species on this earth."
Mary Quaid
IL 60201-7600
"Please do not destroy our pristine Colorado forests in your quest for coal;w we must preserve our remaining
natural environment!! Mary Quaid"
Holly Qualls KY 42064
"Be the solution not the problem. Stop destroying the forests the help keep our air breathable."
Barbara Quatrano NC 28607-8691
"That's land and vegetation that we can never recover! STOP!"
Pamela Quay NM 87501-1396
"Please let the forest whole!"
Connie Quay OR 97045-1105
"Coal is not the answer to our energy needs at this time in history."
Kathleen Querner OH 45066-9363
"in a world full of more and more people, we need to protect wild lands and wildlife"
Eric Quesenberry VA 24210-8704
"Just look at how these coal companies destroyed the mountain tops of West Virginia. Don't keep letting this
happen over and over again!!"

Marin Quezada IL 60640-3704
"NO more mines!! It destroys animal habitat, pollutes the air, and destroys the forest! Please I beg you to stop!"
Louise Quigley MA 02184-1513
"Coal needs to be left in the ground! Precious wild lands are a good place to start NOT destroying the
environment to mine it."
Anne Marie Quigley NY 11768-1401
"In the 21st century we're still mining for filthy coal??!! Will you please step up and ensure that this loophole is
closed? Our children's future depends on clean energy sources, not more pollution and destruction of forest."
Maggie Quigley NY 10576-1500
"We need to stand up against special interest who always seem to find a loophole that puts money in their
pockets and railroads our native animals and environment. When we let one, we let them all. Why aren't our
representatives ever asking themselves what our planet would need, and listen to that voice for once. You can
hear it. If you only listen..."
Ptricia Quimby CA 90016-1245
"Every road created in the wilderness leads to degradation of the environment. And this planet doesn't need
any more pollution added to the air - keep the 130 million tons of pollution out of Colorado."
Anne Quinlan MD 20817-5452
"Stop being so short-sighted and save our country's beautiful open spaces and climate for our children!"
Clark Quinn
CA 94597-3404
"It's time for clean energy, cutting the ties to old approaches that are not in balance with our status as a finite
planet."
Joseph Quinn CA 94903
"This is wrong. Let's do the right thing"
Barbara Quinn MA 02138-4584
"No more coal! Please invest in clean energy..."
Edythe Ann Quinn NY 13849-2151
"Protect Trees and Climate and Wildlife. Leave the coal in the ground and reduce global warming."
Erin Quinn OR 97401
"Please stop this madness in the name of short-term greed and profit. Forests are the lungs of the Earth and

need our protection now to ensure a healthy future for all. Thank you."
Thomas Quinn WA 98116-0316
"Keep all coal in the ground, starting with coal that is on public land."
Jesse Quintero

MD 20707-3921
"Please stop ruining the beauty of our land!!"
Sequoia Quinton CA 94709-2143
"I don't understand why people are so overcome with ego, they destroy the one earth we have."
Patsy Quintus WA 98589-9391
"We don't need the coal - we need the trees and the air! One company's profits do not take precedence over
the rest of us. Please do the right thing and stop this."
David Quivey
"Coal should stay in the ground, especially when it comes from beneath our National Forests. Shame on you
NFS!"
BR
"augh! I guess the short term profits and jobs seems worth destroying our environment. BUILD solar Panels
instead. Less hazzard to the environment, lots of power and a good clean way to keep CO a place people want
to live and visit."
Marjorie R
WA 98115-3201
"The U.S.A. makes a mockery of climate change talks in Paris when our government is still allowing big
business to rule the day here at home. Our government must say "NO" to this environmental destruction and
move quickly in the direction of clean energy."
Ken Raab IL 60543
"Stop Destroying & Abusing OUR Lands! What in God's name is the matter with you people!"
Rebecca Rabinowitz PA 19605-3292
"There is absolutely ZERO justification for this mindless desecration of our precious, endangered forest lands
and roadless wilderness areas - coal is already a dying industry, mercifully - and the last thing we should ever
do is to desecrate even more land to prop up the filthy coal industry. Enough!!"
Martha Rabinowitz VT 05301
"It is true there are resources in National Parks and Forests. Which resources are most valuable? Coal, or
clean water? Ecosystems or money? Thank you for choosing life."
Salem Raboy TX 76306-4862
"Coal is such an outdated energy source. Why destroy something wonderful on something that will be obsolete
in a few years anyway? And create hazardous pollution that will harm humans even more? The Forest Service
should have one priority, and coal is not it. Please be champions for the forests, not executioners."
John Raby
NH 03257-0666
"The earth needs to breathe if future generations are to survive. Our roadless forests are a public preserve,
meant to kept in their natural state, not to be sold for corporate profit."
Margery Race TX 78741-3302
"We need to keep this pristine roadless forest for generations to have. It's good ecology."
James Racinowski

MI 49506-4029
"Stop the damage to the pristine forest. Do these concerns restore the forest to their original state. I doubt it. I
cannot believe we continue allow them to continue."
Kathryn Radabaugh WI 53406-2207
"Leave the dirty coal in the ground, please."
Carolin Radcliff CA 95841-3629
"Ok, let me get this straight. You are proposing to reopen a loophole, just so a coal company can a)destroy a
forest that provides Colorado with clean oxygen, and b) put toxic pollutants in the air, not just by gouging out
the earth, but also by selling the product that chokes up peoples lungs, degrades the planet, and the precious
air we breathe, all of that so this company can make a lousy buck, on the backs of millions? Even though you
know what the consequences will be? Have you lost your mind? It's time that morally corrupt officials get the
boot, if that is the case, because the only way that would happen, is, if 'someones pocket was greased'!

Please, use some common sense for a change, think down the line, instead of fast profit for long term
damage!!"
Ruth-ann Radcliff CA 95946-9396
"The motto of the U.S. Forest Service used to be "the greatest good for greatest number." What has happened
to that when the public continues to hear and read that thousands of acres of pristine road less forest in
Colorado is going to be bulldozed in order to remove 170 million tons of coal? This only benefits another large
corporation, Arch Coal. We, the people want the Forest Service to remember the multiple use, sustained yield
act of 1960. Gifford Pinchot would be rolling over in his grave with what the Forest Service has become."
Tommie Radd OH 43230-3859
"Please stop this now before damage is done!"
Lydia Radosevich NM 88345-6813
"This is not the direction we need to be taking."
Michele Rae TX 77550
"stop stop just stop!"
William Ragar AR 71901-3321
"are you too stupid to know that the forests clean you air and cut down on erosion and climate change? or are
you too greedy to do anything about it. haven't you heard. Coal and big ag are out. even your 1% funders are
investing in other energy alternatives. don't sell out the peasants for the kings."
Lisa Ragsdale MN 55405-2828
"We do not need to burn ANY more coal nor do we need to dig any more up. We DO need more forests and
more trees."
Elsie Raguseo SC 29643-2345
"Natural forests are a treasure to be preserved. Please stop the for profit raping of OUR environment."
Raheemah Raheem OK 74126-3323

"Why are the good , conscious people not responding the the greedy people? Are we that spineless?"
Mohammad Rahman CA 95953
"Come to a way that is just between us and you."
Patricia Rain CA 95062-4039
"Everything about Arch Coal's proposal is wrong. I'm surprised that this is even an issue as the Forest Service
should be all over blocking this proposal. First, we are doing whatever we can to mitigate the damages from
climate change. 130 million tons of atmospheric pollution is completely wrong! We desperately need all the
pristine forests possible to absorb the carbon footprint of modern life. Building roads through a roadless,
protected forest is a very bad idea. Our wild regions have to be protected!
Stand up against Arch Coal!!"
Cynthia Raiser Jeavons CA 95490-9730
"Leave it in the ground, where it belongs!!! We ALL KNOW that's where it belongs!!"
Jacob R. Raitt CT 06605-2736
"We have already destroyed enough of our planet."
Sara Rajan
CA 95073-2047
"Please honor our diminishing forests!!"
Sharon Rakunas CA 91801-1531
"Leave the coal in the ground. Create more jobs in renewables to continue to make money for the company
and employ workers on a continuing basis while not further degrading the environment!!!!! Reject the
bulldozing loopehole."
Zach Rall FL 32828
"It is a shame that we are undermining the biodiversity and healthy state of our planet. Action needs to happen.
Soon."
Carol Ralph
AR 71909-8000
"Please close the loophole and protect our forests, wildlife and help to end coal's dominance as an energy
source. We need to move on to clean energy now!"
Karin Ralph
NY 11740-1003
"Why are you even considering putting in a road for a coal company in a roadless area? I thought roadless
meant exactly that: NO ROADS! Do the right thing by this still wild land."
J Ralston

"Enforce the law, don't evade it"
Idrea Ramaci NY 12566
"STOP THIS NOW !!!!!!!!!!"
Reno Rambo AZ 85653-8537
"No amount of 'affordable' energy is worth the loss of the planet. Please don't allow this type of mining to
proceed."

Angela Ramirez
"We should be looking into green technologies to replace these polluting industries, out with the old in with the
new, let them go out of business if they refuse to change. There is a whole new untapped industry waiting to
grow that could save the economy and the planet at the same time!"
Lydeen Ramirez MI 48134-7722
"Please do not destroy the Colorado forest for mining. We need to conserve our precious land and look for
other solutions to coal."
Frank Ramirez MI 49642
"What are you doing for the environment after you cut the tree down. I am sure your killing and driving out
animals from there homes."
Karla Ramirez TN 37406-1531
"One EARTH. There is only one Mother Earth and we need to protect her not abuse her."
Linda Ramirez TX 78586-5155
"Please don't wipe out our beautiful trees"
Gary Ramirez TX 76301-0548
"Stop victimizing the land, enough is enough"
Dorothy Ramon CA 95821-2361
"Stop the destruction of our forests and consequently our planet!"
Maria Ramos FL 33173-3245
"stop killing our forests"
Jeff Ramsdell CA 94965-2566
"It is truly amazing how these companies just appear out of the ether, with shovel ready "loophole" proposals
that would never see the light of day (transparency) were it not for organizations such as Earthjustice."
Hollis Ramsey FL 32966-6925
"trees are how the earth breathes. coal-mining is how to suffocate its inhabitants and burn its trees. we need to
take better care of "our" trees, and come up with alternate energy sources NOW, while we still have enough
trees to breathe for us!"
Betty Ramsey NV 89128-8239
"Pristine areas should remain pristine. We don't need more coal to foul the water, air and soil. We need clean
energy."
Christian Ramstack WI 54949-9770
"The time has come for us to consider that Preservation is Progress and we need to do more to save/preserve
areas like this for future generations. Thank you for your time and consideration."
Robert Rand GA 30624-1421

"please no 'loop holes' foe arch Coal or anyone else. Isn't the Forest Sevice supposed to take care of forests?
If not, why does it exist?"
Robert Rand ID 83835-8204
"Thank you for reading my letter. And please consider the truth of this ,as a outdoorsman I've see the
devastation wrought by large corporations across the us, its time to end theses practices and using loopoles by
corporations to make money at our expense thank you"
Stef Rand
NC 28387-6044
"PLEASE-- stop this action now! We do have a future and your actions are not in it's best interest. PLEASE!!"
Matt Randall AK 99504-1636
"Please don't allow this to happen."
Phillip Randall CA 91367-4409
"We should not be mining coal, which is an extremely dirty fuel, at all. Destroying wilderness to mine coal is
insane."
Dorene Randall MI 48085-3416

"Each of us needs to do our part to preserve the world with which we are blessed."
Maryrose Randall SC 29730-6551
"Wilderness that is designated as roadless should be kept roadless. Coal should not be mined in protected
areas due to the damage and destruction that mining does tot environment."
Joan Randall WV 25309-8742
"Americans want to prevent more destructive climate change now. Please stop Arch Coal from destroying
pristine roadless forests!"
Julie Randell ID 83341-5085
"Don't allow private interests to destroy what's left of our national heritage. These valuable forests are to be
protected first as watersheds! The US Forest Service is under no obligation to pander to private interests and I
believe this doesn't follow your Forest Plan to protect water and other natural resources for surrounding
areas."
Susan Randerson CA 92106-2914
"Please do not allow any coal mining in this pristine roadless forest. We need to preserve such places for
future generations to enjoy and for wildlife. We do not need any more coal, and it is time to switch to renewable
power sources, to prevent further greenhouse gas emissions and slow climate change."
Anne Randolph OH 45387-0523
"I do not believe Arch Coal or any other coal company has the right to destroy millions of acres of pristine
roadless habitat for our nation's threatened and endangered species, nor do they have the right to massively
contribute to climate change through the burning of this mined coal. Please, I urge you, save our forests, our
animals, and our climate and oppose reopening the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule that would cause
such devastating consequences. Thank you."

Silvia Ranestol AZ 85128-4506
"Please refrain from reopening the loophole in the Colorado Roadless Rule. The climate costs of this proposal
are simply too high!"
Sloan Ranger
"Gentlmen/Gentleladies, Enough is enough. Isn't it about time you began thinking about the lungs and general
health of your children as well as others? It can be difficult to change - but it is not impossible and sometimes
infinitely more rewarding AND prosperous. You have a chance to be on the right side of history. Won't you
consider taking it? Sincerely, sloanranger."
Jayne Ranheim
"Please do not reopen the loophole allowing Arch Coal to destroy our environment and increase our already
menacing pollution problems."
Cindy Rank
WV 26234-5775
"The cost of mining and burning more coal is high indeed. ... The value of roadless forest areas is priceless.
Please don't open up our wild lands to further destruction."
Jim Rankin
OR 97330-6070
"A couple of important points to make: We need to get off of coal as soon as possible on behalf of
sustainability of life on earth, & allowing this company to mine coal here would undermine this goal. Secondly,
the world's forests are being cut up into parcels too small for many species to survive, & we can't let that
happen to this beautiful area."
John Ranta OH 44663
"Renewable energy sources. NOW."
Jill Rapaport NY 10011-1526
"No to Arch Coal!"
Allen Rapatz MN 55413
"The coal industry is slowly being phased out as a future energy source. Are we really in such a hurry to
destroy more of the Earth to satisfy a money hungry world?"
Glenn Rape
NC 28112-8502
"Our environment cannot afford for Arch Coal to reap profits while adding 130 million tons of climate pollution to
our atmosphere, causing up to $13 billion in damage to the world's economy and environment. The climate
costs of this proposal are simply too high."
Joan Raphael CA 92126-3006
"This is public land! Don't be letting a private company make insane profits on OUR public lands!"

Diane Rapp
"Where is your values? Oh that'sright they are in $$$$$$$$$$$$!"
Neville Rapp MO 63119-2697
"Everyone who is up on economics kmows coal mines are STRANDED ASSETS!!!!! DO NOT CONTINUE TO
SUPPORT THIS OUTDATED INDUSTRY!!!!!"
Karen Rapp

MO 64152-3635
"No Way should Arch Coal reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at
the expense of wild, roadless forest. Do everything possible to stop Arch Coal from bulldozing thousands of
acres of pristine roadless forest in Colorado in order to mine more than 170 million tons of coal!!!!"
Debra Rappe UT 84532-2630
"Stop the mining of coal we are choking to death. Please take action to stop this the trees are needed for our
very breath. WE need us alternative energy sources. This all was started back in the 70's and not followed
through due to Presidents who allowed energy lobbyists to dictate their prefrenece because of the almighty
dollar."
Karen Rarick IN 47448-9211
"roadless not coalless"
Patricia Rasbury TN 37215-1503
"Aquifers/water systems are under too much stress to further jeopardize through mining, and the resulting lost
forest/prairie land."
Carolyn Rasch WA 98125-4620
"At a time when we are told that, as a nation, we will make a concerted effort to combat climate change, it
seems ludicrous to not only authorize the mining of more coal, but also to ruin acres of a pristine forest and
destroy carbon sequestering trees."
Cynthia Rasemas PA 19348-3331
"Please do not let BIG COAL win over our legacy for our children! We live on a beautiful blue planet and our
children deserve to inherit it from us with its beauty and animal life preserved--and air improved!"
Steve Rasor
"We need to stop adding to greenhouse gases through coal mining. We should be planting trees to reduce
carbon dioxide not destroying them. Stop contributing to species endangerment by cutting forests!!!"
Jeff Ratcliffe CT 06255-2155
"I cannot believe the US Forest Service is short-sighted enough to allow the decimating of our National Forests
removing the very thing which can help prevent &/or assist the in reversal of global warming; and just to add
insult to injury, remove something, that when utilized, is a major contributor to global warming."
Pat Rathmann ID 83843-2140
"As someone who experienced the devastating results of coal mining on my uncle's farm in Pennsylvania, I feel
I am in a good position to speak on this issue."
Joe Ratley
OK 74401-2100
"I'm an Oklahoma Cherokee movie producer active in U.S. environmental issues. I'm very opposed to this
horrible mistake. Green Energies are direly needed to stop Global Warming."
Mary Rausch MN 55421-4131

"Please be forward looking for future generations, rather than allowing short-term profiteering of our forests.
Look at the huge increase in solar and other renewables, to the point where electrical utilities are trying to bill
for non-use! We do not need the coal mined and are hurt by the additional carbon in the air that is not being
sequestered into the soil. Please do your part. Keep the coal in the ground and do not desecrate ecosystems
for a few wealthy, often FOREIGN, shareholders."
Robert Raven CA 94945-1686
"Protect pristine forests and ecosystems!"
Faith Rawding ME 04019-0045
"Treating our addiction to fossil fuels starts with ending new exploration. At least, do not rescind rules that were
rightly put in place to protect our habitat."
Dorelle Rawlings CA 95001-2174
"Leave our roadless forests alone! We need them to remain roadless. We need the coal to remain in the
ground, There is no excuse to give profits to a company that is not acting in the best interests of humanity."

Wes Rawlins CA 93308-3002
"Wake up."
Cherie Rawlins OR 97520
"Please, once and for all, close the loophole that would allow coal mining on forest land. Arch Coal and others
must not be allowed to continue to destroy our land. Worse - coal is not even needed globally. Getting coal to
market further degrades our environment - not to mention the burning of it. Please stop this in its well worn
tracks. Be courageous for the greater good. Cherie Rawlins A Fort Collins, Co native."
Robert Rawson
"The forest is far to valuable. It evolved over a vast period of time and should not be sacrificed for such short
term gains of a single generation. The future cannot afford it."
Roberta Rawson OH 43028-8312
"Please! Don't let any company mine coal from beautiful forests. We don't need MORE coal; we need LESS.
The climate is already in dire straits. Let's not add to the pollution while destroying beauty!"
Dorothy Ray CA 92398
"Raping OUR planet for profit and to promote dirty energy is a sin."
Jacqueline Ray IA 50219-1734
"We can not afford to destroy our forests to mine coal."
A. Joseph Ray ME 04947-4120
"The Forest Service is supposed to work for the American People in general, not Arch Coal in particular. Have
the Forest Service decision makers no children? a merican People"
Tim Ray
NM 87068-9369
"No more coal period. It's not your land to destroy."

Gisela Ray
OR 97080-5323
"Remember climate change and that fossil fuel - especially coal - needs to stay underground! Don't destroy
CO2 sequestering trees to unearth dirty coal!"
Elizabeth Raybee CA 95469-9708
"We all need to take care of our land, water & air. Switch your destructive machinery & plans into helping
produce clean alternatives. Your grandchildren will thank you!"
Bob Rayburn IL 60617-6721
"Is our country in such desperate need that his coal must be mined? I have seen the effects of mining
operations in down state Illinois and in Kentucky, the land was left in a poor state, of course much of the mining
was done when most of our country used coal to heat their dwellings. Times have changed. We CAN and
SHOULD be good stewards of our land. Remember this land is for all generations not just ours. Bob Rayburn
U.S. Veteran 1963-1967"
Edy Rayfield CA 95060
"Stop the insanity!"
John Raymer
"Big coal deserves nothing!"
Wendy Raymond CA 91016-1601
"No riders, attachments, or loopholes. Keep roadless areas intact"
Charles Raymond WA 98115-2564
"The production and utilization of coal are together so disastrous that mining on public lands should prohibited.
It is especially bad to bend the rules to allow it."
Asiyah Raza
"Forest Service, my message is simple; serve the forest not your pockets, or anything else."
Fawzia Razak WY 11700
"Stop the mining"
Laura Rea
TX 76013-6031
"Please, for the sake of the future of our planet, stop this. We have not been good custodians, but we can
change!"
Paul Read
MN 55407-3526
"The only one to see any benefit from this proposed atrocity would be Arch (enemy) Coal, its executives, and
its shareholders. The global environment won't benefit -- more greenhouse gasses and increased warming; the

local environment won't benefit -- the destruction of a forest may not be forever but it will be an ugly scar for
generations; the local residents may see some "benefit" in the short run but when the coal runs out or becomes
uneconomical to mine, its goodbye, good times. No body wins except those who don't care. Close the loophole -save the forest!"
Wendy Read Wertz IN 47401-4476
"No more polluting, climate warming coal!! The time for this filthy fossil fuel is OVER. Leave it in the

ground where it belongs and turn to a new industry--renewable forms of energy. Stop destroying even more of
our once beautiful landscape to sate your greed. Enough!"
Stephanie Reader CA 94024-4028
"Please protect the environment, our climate, and the irreplaceable roadless forests of Colorado by denying
Arch Coal a permit to bulldoze thousands of acres of those forests via a loophole in the Colorado Roadless
Rule. Please close the loophole permanently."
Peter Reagel IL 61820
"Please protect our nation's forests for future generations. The mining of coal both destroys natural habitats
and contributes to the accumulation of atmospheric carbon dioxide. This is a threat to all our futures."
Karen Reagle
"Stop any mining of fosil fuels in pristine roadless forests. COAL, OIL,and GAS"
Chance Rearden CA 90046-4728
"Please look at the big picture here, this is and isn't about these roads being built. What we're not taking into
account is a hundred years into the future, three, five hundred years into the future. It's imperative that we see
these roads for what they are, and end to open land that is critical to this nation's/planet's future. Please look at
how much open space we've consumed already in the name of progress, but this isn't progress, it's irreparable
damage. Coal by the way is going the way of the dinosaur, and no, I wouldn't want these roads built for wind or
solar either, though that needs to be our future."
Christopher Reardon AL 35205-4639
"Stop the madness!"
Kerry Reardon NY 11232
"People & Environment before Profits!!"
JO Reasons
WA 98367-7322
"It is time for us to be moving away from coal as an energy source, not opening up more of our road-less
forests to mining!"
James Reaume Jr.
MI 49953-1013
"America needs to stop being a willing victim of the greedy billionaires. Keep a few remaining bits of our our
country clean and green before kids have to go to Canada to see a forest."
Heather Redding CA 94109-4225
"Bulldozing our protected forest lands for coal mining is a slippery slope we should not go down. What's next,
our National Parks?"
Eugenia Redding NM 87507-3291
"Our country's "leaders" must stop caving and being complicit with big corporations who consider nothing more
than this quarter's earnings, profits, and dividends for shareholders. I live in New Mexico and witnessed the
shocking results of the breach in a holding tank from an old mine in Colorado that loosed millions of gallons of
toxic waste into the previously pristene Animas River and affected other water sources downstream. Some
things, such as our forests and wild places are irreplaceable and must

be protected, for those of us who live nearby, and for future generations."
Linda Redding Cpa MD 20646-0784
"Why would we allow mining in forests???? We need to PRESERVE forests to preserve our future."
Linda Redenbaugh CA 92104-4113
"We do not have the right to destroy this earth. We are here to protect it and leave it in better condition for the
coming generations."
Lorraine Redig MN 55987-4939
"Mother-ship earth is our life support system. She is in mortal danger from the pollution from too much fossil
fuel usage. Leave the remaining fossil fuels in the ground. Lets go full speed ahead on safe renewable energy
to fuel our power needs."

James Redlin IL 60073-4134
"Strongly oppose the idea of strip mining on government land."
Sheila Redman OR 97217-5921
"Please protect our wild lands from unnecessary and expensive degradation and stop this road project. This is
public land, not a private resource for the profit of special interests."
Danielle Redmond AK 99801-9476
"Keep it in the ground!"
Gail Redmond CA 95949-6591
"Stop coal , it's dirty, pollutes the air and water. Keep the forest so people e can enjoy it. Clean energy sources
are the way to go. Coal mining kills the worker."
Joyce Redwillow CA 92663-4807
"Please do not allow this proposal. I am a Colorado Native and have seen many changes in our environment. It
is crucial to maintain this area in our forests."
Ray Reece
TX 78704-1207
"Stop this madness. Save the forest and the climate."
Jennie Reed
"There is absolutely no mine coal on roadless forests. This is a health problem at best. In case of an accident,
how can one get help to the injured. I say NO, NO NO!"
Rodney Reed CA 94611-1112
"It is abundantly clear that coal mining is a hazard to our health and to the earth. Stop doing it!!!"
Robert Reed CA 92651-1870
"It is sad that a company puts profits over community, especially when their product most likely will be exported
to China."
Audrey Reed FL 34737-4220
"NO more COAL."

Joann Reed
IA 50613-4740
"This is not what pristine forests are set aside for."
Debbie Reed IL 60031-1962
"It is absolutely criminal to allow more deforestation of our lands. Will there be anything left for my children or
my grandchildren to get to see and wonder about? Stop this from happening now!"
D. Gary Reed KY 40242-4068
"The government should protect this country from companies like Arch Coal and the environmental disaster it
wants to inflict. The government should not be protecting companies like Arch Coal from the people who love
this country -- and who breathe its air. President Obama was recently in Paris to support action to limit global
warming and the planetary disaster it may portend. Please do not undercut the President's efforts."
Cary Reed
MA 02472-1237
"Being a native from Appalachian, I have seen first hand the destruction that is left behind by coal. It not only
destroys the environment but harms the health of the communities who live around it. Appalachian Lives
Matter!"
Ben Reed
NC 27513-4239
"Please protect roadless areas"
Andrea Reed TX 78749-1405
"It's so hard or impossible to undo the devastating effects of mining. Much better for environment and cost long
range to invest in non-fossil fuels rather than continuing to ruin forests and mountains in order to continue
polluting air and water!"
Marsha Reed TX 77584
"We need to end mining large forests which are necessary for combatting climate change"
Alan Reeder KS 67226-1428
"Act upon this demand!"
Marie Reeder OR 97537-4766
"Please say "NO" to proposals, especially Arch Coal, to mine coal on public lands. Coal will undermine
everything the Forest Service is doing to mitigate the consequences of global warning, from salmon recovery to
maintaining natural diversity of plant and animal species."

Betsy Reeder WV 25969-9514
"It's time to move beyond coal anyway. Let's get smart about energy and protect our forests at the same time."
Linda Reedijk OR 97239-4209
"Stop mining coal. Period. Coal is a dirty, dangerous fuel from another century. And we certainly don't want
mining companies tearing up pristine forests to get their dirty coal."
John Reeher

AZ 85212-6251
"Coal is not the future and it certainly shouldn't be given an easy way to keep destroying nature and producing
unhealthy air for us."
Judee Reel
ME 04652-3677
"I cannot believe that the Forest Service is even considering destroying pristine forest for any reason, but
especially not for COAL mining!!!!!!! We should not be doing ANYthing to help the coal industry. We need to
stop mining coal and stop burning it. Yesterday. Please do not allow any loopholes in the Colorado Roadless
Rule. Thank you, Judee Reel grandmother of three"
James Reents
"In light of global climate change, developing new fossil fuels seems a step backwards."
Bob Rees
OR 97141-1196
"Coal is contributing dramatically to ocean acidification. The science has shown that our food base (pteropods),
are literally corroding away. The burning of coal needs to cease IMMEDAITELY or our oceans will continue to
suffer dramatic negative effects."
Andrea Reese CA 94901-1220
"We have destroyed too much of the planet already. Please don't ruin this forest."
Michele Reese MD 21740
"Preserve our forests! Once they're gone, they're gone forever."
Desiree Reesor PA 17601-2953
"Bulldozing forested areas, destroying the forest's integrity, interfere with the whole ecosystem, including
maintaining precious topsoil and the recycling of rain water into the soil vs damaging run-off."
Sharon Reeve CA 91941-5402
"Do not allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at
the expense of wild, roadless forest!"
Glenn Reeves UT 84116-2749
"We need to do away with coal all together"
Bill Reeves
VA 24293-4427
"I have lived on and know others who have lived on land that has been mined. Don't ever let anyone tell you
that ground that will not percolate is progress!"
Nora Regan
WA 98368-4039
"We do not need any more coal mining. We need trees to absorb carbon dioxide created by burning coal. It is
time to leave fossil fuel underground where it belongs."
Saun Rego-ross AZ 85742-9403
"ROADLESS FORESTS ARE MEANT TO BE JUST THAT. KEEP COAL MINING OUT OF OUR PUBLIC
LANDS. WE NEED TO LEAVE THE DIRTY STUFF IN THE GROUND. LET'S SAVE OUR PLANET."
Judith Rehder TN 37922-5714

"Recently there have been pictures of citizens of China wearing gas masks and walking through black smog.
That is what happens when coal is a major fuel pumping noxious fumes into the air. I saw the pictures and
thought - Thank God the US has more sense than that. And now I hear that our national forest service, an
entity whose purpose is to protect forest lands and the trees living there which pump oxygen into the air as a
part of Earth's built-in recycling system, is trying to let coal mines bulldoze the whole place? NO!!!!! Absolutely
NO!!!!!!! Did you never read The Lorax by Dr. Seuss? Are you trying to kill our planet? Are you trying to add to
asthma and lung problems not just for those of us who already have these problems, but also for millions of
children in the future? SAY NO!!!!!!"
Milane Rehor FL 33133-4607

"Don't allow Arch Coal to reap profits while adding huge amounts of climate pollution to our atmosphere, all at
the expense of wild, roadless forest and all the living creatures of forest ecosystems."
Catherine Reich IL 62707-7144
"Why destroy all the tranquility and beauty in the world?"
Joshua Reichek CA 94704-2848
"We need to preserve these roadless forests for humanity, for the health of the planet, and for future
generations to experience."
William Reick CA 95938-9627
"Please protect our home (Earth) . . . it's the only one we have 3"
Tammy Reid
"because if we don't protect them, who will?"
William Reid CA 94705-2612
"We need oxygen more than we need oil"
Karen Reid
MI 48808-9721
"We need alternate energy sources that don't destroy our environment. Please don't allow the destruction of
these magnificent forests."
Douglas Reid WA 98826-9566
"Please stop coalmining in roadless forests, they belong to all of us and the destruction would be unacceptable.
Not only that but coal use is not moving our country forward. If you represent people then reject this now!"
Nora Reid-lezotte MI 49006-2066
"Please do not let the coal company in to our national forests There is a better way."
Amy Reilley OR 97206
"We do not need to use coal. Especially at the cost it is to our environment and health of our people. We are
able to fully meet all of America's energy needs using solar and wind. Stop using coal. Stop ruining our
forests."
Kelly Reilly
FL 32162-3788
"We need to stop this we are destroying nature and wildlife homes , I want to see nature and wildlife

not just streets and buildings."

